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Mr. Dewey's Classification, Mr. Cufter's
Catalog, and Dr. Hitchcock's Chickens*

Pnvrr,rs A. RrcnuoNo
Professor

School of Library Science
Case Western Reserae Uniaersity

Cleueland. Ohio

Weahnesses in logic and limitations ("bias") in the Dewey Decimal
Classification represent operation in uniuersal classification systems of
Goedel's Proof and Heisenberg's (Jncertainty principle. In cataloging,
there has been undue emphasis on consensus instead of research in
making codes and standards. Some ignored .but pertinent research is
mentioned: citation studies, shortcomings of bibliographies, changes in
areas of user dissatisfaction as a result of automation, and types of
user behavior patterns. Possibly significant research by nonlibrarians is
noted. Serious deuotion to research, beginning uith the etiology of
bibliography, should be more productive in the long run than code re-
uision based on interminable discussion.

-lHE TITLE OF THIS PRESENTATION has some elements of
I mystery which will be cleared up gradually. The reader, I am sure, is

familiar with Mr. Melvil Dewey's classification, a system that is going
into its second century with renewed vigor, looking for new worlds to
conquer. Mr. Charles Ammi Cutter's catalog is also familiar to you, and
much of what I intend to talk about will relate to it.

Dr. Edward Hitchcock's chickens are a different matter. Hitchcock
was a Congregationalist minister, who, about 1821, was experiencing
such serious health problems that he resigned his church appointment
and retired to Amherst College to teach natural history for the few re-
maining months of his life. His remaining months turned out to be a
bit longer than expected, and he finally passed to his reward in 1863,

Manuscript received and accepted for publication September 1976.

* Presented at the Resources and Technical Services Division meeting as part of the
centennial of the American Library Association, Dewey Decimal Classification, and
Cutter Rrrlcs lor a Dictionary C.atalog, Chicago, 20 July 1976.
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aPproximately 498 months later. In the natural history field, his interests
turned to geology and he became one of the outstanding American pio-
neers in the field during the mid-nineteenth century. Dr. Hitchcock, like
most geologists, spent a good deal of his time in the field, specifically the
Connecticut River valley, where he studied the red sandstone formations
of the Triassic period of Mesozoic time. This sandstone, in its originally
muddy state, was trod upon by various kinds of dinosaurs. The dinosaur
footprints dried out in the sun and then were covered by other deposits
left by succeeding floodwaters. The later deposits and the original foot-
printed mud turned to stone and left a record which may still be seen.

The tracks looked like those of giant birds in that they were three-
toed. Since they were first thought to be footprints of some kind of ex-
tinct birds, these "birds" were popularly called "Hitchcock's chickens."
In one of the more interesting tracks found by Hitchcock, both feet of
the "chicken" had "slid some distance in the soft material after which
the creature suddenly sat down, the end of its backbone having made a
distinct impression."l The "tail" was most unbirdlike. Eventually the
creature was found to be a two-legged dinosaur.

At this point, probably almost every reader has assumed that I am
going to relegate Mr. Dewey's classification and Mr. Cutter's catalog to
oblivion, along with the extinct dinosaurs. flowever, no such action is in-
tended. Instead, I shall carry the geologic, or more correctly, the
paleontologic, history a bit further, in terms of recent research, to set a
background for what comes later.

Modern research has revealed that while reptiles are cold-blooded
and have to be warmed by the sun to become active, a number of
dinosaurs were warm-blooded-internally heated. In other words, they
were not reptilian. It is from this branch of the Mesozoic flyers that
birds are derived. Dinosaurs (the term means terrible lizard) have been
unlizarded.2 Some of them were warm-blooded. And this warmth may
be a clue to their sudden disappearance when the climate changed dras-
tically. The pure reptiles are still with us-virtually unchanged-but
only those warm-blooded types that were highly motile-the ones that
could fly away-survived.

The points I wish to make with this preamble are two: first, that
versatilitt (mutability or the presence of many difierent forms) is neces-
sary for survival over a long period of time, and second, that research
is an activity that constantly reinterprets the past as well as the present,
in both cases for improvement in chances for survival. Increased knowl-
edge leads to better understanding of factors playing parts in operation-
al environments.

Classification

Which brings me back to classification and cataloging. Some kind of
classification is inherent in everything we do. We cannot communicate
without a common base of classified objects, entities, actions, and what
have you. Our very language is a working classification system with a
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- _In this setting, I shall not discuss Mr. Dewey's classification specifical-
ly. Instead, I shall comment briefly on two ^utterc that apply to classifi-
cation systems in genelal. The first is Kurt Goedel's famouJ proof which
applies to logical systems of all kinds. Goedel's proof, somewhat over-

that now to a specific point in time in order to describe it. This means
that time always has to be in the past. We know that there has been a
past. Our assumption of a future is based solely on empirical evidence.

Subjects are handled more easily if taken one at a time, as the pro-
liferation of thesauri has.demonstrated. The attempt to re-fit place ind
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language to suit 1976 standards serves the present at the expense of un'
derstanding the past. Boundaries take the form of biases with regard to
subject, place, and language in Mr. Dewey's classification. These were al-
most certainly an integral factor in its success. When these boundaries
began to be altered, a disproportionate number of problems arose. The
same thing is happeningwith the Library of Congress Classification.

The Uncertainty Principle is a natural law. It is not a man-made
law, and no amount of cudgeling of brains will change its efiects, We
have, therefore, to work with it rather than against it. Such an approach
requires a good deal more than merely replacing what is outdated with
the modern equivalent. It requires a series of time slots, each with its
own applicable subjects, languages, and places.

Cataloging and the Catalog

Turning from classification to cataloging, we come to an area wherc
very little empirical work is available. In some ways this has been an un-
glamorous subject. It has been approached in a legalistic rather than a
scientific manner, with rules, rules, and more rules, almost all derived by
consensus reached through discucsion which has been more or less log-
ical. The results are much closer to man-made law than is the case in
classification, where natural law and apparently human social and intel-
lectual development in the anthropological sense have been operating to
a considerable degree.

The amenability of such law making to local interpretation has
caused considerable difrculties in interlibrary coop€ration, cooperative
cataloging, and networking. The question raised in each situation, from
cataloging submitted to the National Union Catalog or in networks op'
erating through the Ohio College Library Center or in similar situations,
is: "How do we make those other libraries contribute copy we can use
without fixing it up?" The answer so far seems to be: "Use the National
Union Catalog or Ohio College Library Center contributed items as
proof that thd work exists, but do the original cataloging to standards
yourself."z This, of course, guts the whole program of cooperative cata-
loging so far as cutting down-on labor-intensive tasks is concerned. "To
standards" usually means those represented by the current rules and/or
Litrrary of Congress work.

The problem is basically one of standards. Here several schools of
thought are operating. One is a school that says the standards as repre-
sented by the current rules, whatever they are, are too high. The catalog
is just a finding tool. So, oft and on we have had various short forms pro-
posed, used, and dropped.t The catalog as "just a finding tool" suffers
from blurred vision. That is, it finds too many differ€nt works undifter'

entiated, and the probability of false drops in searches becomes too high
to be borne. We are in a hurry for the wrong answer. The patron is in
a hurry, but for the right answer. Between the two is a happy medium-
a maximal probability of right answers.

Another school of thought assumfs a mythological user. This is a
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Another school of thought, not uncommon at present, is the one that

ter-day nihilism, where the baby has been thrown out with the bath
water because it was wet. The result is dryness, in every sense of the
word. It is somewhat disturbing to read that at the ohio state univer-

The Need for Researclt.

So, after all these horrible examples, what is the ideal catalog?
Nobody knows. The reason nobody knows is that there has not been

a series of planned, systematic, objective, empirical studies to find out.
We have had Mr. Cutter's opinions, Mr. Lubetzky's logic, lots of input
by consensus, but very little research. What research there is has moitly
been ignored

It has been ignored for two main reasons. The first is that a very
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large proportion of it appears outside the standard library periodicals.
Much of it is in information science publications. This oddity lends
support to the view that information science is the discipline underlying
library science as chemistry underlies chemical engineering.lz This is not
a view to which f subscribe, but on the surface there is some justification
for it.

The second reason research has been ignored is that it appears in dis-
sertations and advanced monographs. Some of these require a degree of
erudition not possessed by many librarians. Very few have been ade-
quately reviewed by competent reviewers.ls Any librarian who thinks
himself to be in the forefront of the profession in his chosen area
should be able to read and understand the research at the cutting edge
of that area. Library science is a profession, but is it a discipline? There
is, as yet, little reason to consider it so.

At this point, I wish to return to my dinosaur example. The dinosaurs
were long believed to be oversized reptilians. Only recently has research
revealed the existence of warm-blooded varieties. I suggest that in cata-
loging we have come to the point where we can and must undertake the
kind of research that will put a firmer foundation under the subject.
Not that cataloging is reptilian-far from it-but there are other valid
ways besides discussion and consensus for determining how to catalog,
and some of them might very well lead us into a discipline.

I ooking over the minutes of meetings of various parts of the Cata-
loging and Classification Section, it is clear that, with respect to code re-
vision, we are in a methodological rut. Since 1876 we have had codes in
1908, 1949, 1967, and what looks like another apparently coming in 1978.

But the problems, whether you read commentary in the 1890s, the
late 1930s, the 50s and 60s, or at present, have a very familiar ring. The
attempted solutions have mostly been dropped, and much of what is
being used presently looks remarkably like the 1908 code. Some librari-
ans who have not changed their codes to suit every breeze have managed
to survive almost as well as those who are into the latest thing. Or so it
seems. We cannot demonstrate this one way or the other. Some people
wlro complained last year about the ISBD(M): International Standard
Bibliographic Description for Monographic Publicatiot?s, received an
answer from the RTSD Board which said, in effect, "You cannot prove
that ISBD(M) does all these detrimental things you claim."la But the
board could not prove it did not do these detrimental things, either. Or
even that it did advantageous things. There just is no sound evidence
available as yet.

The key to the whole problem of code revision is that we cannot
demonstrate that this way or that way is better or more efiective than any
other way. We lack the empirical data. Currently some of the most pop-
ular changes run counter to what the research results we have so far do
demonstrate. For example, what does the tremendous body of literature
connected with citation analysis and citation indexing indicate? None of
this was included in the reading list for code revision committee mem-
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bers, yet it is some of the most vital inforr4ation available in answer to
a set of questions concerning a large body of users: Why do people cite?
How do people cite?

Sociologists of science have amassed evidence to show that a research-
er makes his discoveries and findings publicly available in return for the
reward of personal recognition.rr The discoverer, creator, or author of

toward corporate entry. We would rather honor a person than an organi-
zation. Using a title without very tighrly attaching the name of its au-
thor, editor, or compiler is cheating.r0 The person who did the work is
being deprived of his reward. Even when there is also a monetary re-
ward, as in the case of a copyright fee, the author still has his eye on
fame. Why do people write?

Considerable research is now going on concerning possible uses and
information to be derived from studies of citation indexing, cocitation,
coauthorship, networks of citations, networks of authors, networks of
publications, and cycles in all of these. Bibliographies, various book in-
dexes, library catalogs, and review articles are used for input, as well as
journal article citation indexes. In this respect, sociologisti are interested
in behavior of groups of people while information scientists rend to in-
vestigate the growth and dissemination of subject knowledge. Librarians
should be interested in both. Catalogers can help by clearly labeling all
information for ease in access and by not leaving out helpful data be-
cause of an excess of zeal in serving only those members of society in
their immediate vicinity. Any library may possess the sole copy of a
work.17

In addition to why citations are made and how, there are more ques-
tions. What kinds of citations appear most frequently? What worki are
most frequently cited? What kinds of works are they? How do citation
patterns function over time and space? Are there large numbers of
books and articles in journals in your library which are totally uncited?
I remember that one of the most significant books used for my disserta-
tion had been in the University of Pennsvlvania for almost 100 vears.
I had to slit its pages in order io read it. Are uncited items necessarily
substandard?

Citation studies should not be left to sociologists and information
scientists. We know very little about the practices of our best customers,
the humanists. One pattern for systematic investigation of citations has
been outlined in a completely nonmathematical, nonstatistical, and quite
useful dissertation written at Berkeley by Theodora Hodges.rs

Or, in difierent vein, take the example of a simple rule whose im-
plementation in practice can lead to lack of uniformity: in dealing with
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personal authors, enter under the most frequently occurring form of
ihe name used on their works. The decision in this case and similar ones
should not be left to the individual cataloger. There are institutions
which have most of the works of authors who use varying forms of
their names. "Best known" can be interpreted as "most frequently oc-

try.
Many librarians will remember a phase in cataloging when it was

seriously proposed that the catalog be simplified and its detail taken over
by subjecl bibliographies. However, there is no standard bibliogtaphic

using bibliographies instead of full catalogs did not get very far.
We hear a considerable amount of talk about new media requiring

nqw means of presenting bibliographic data-mostly in technological
terms. We do not hear much about the expectations of users in connec-
tion with new media. To give one example: we now have on-line bib-
liographies available via cathode-ray tube terminals connected to
machine-readable data bases. We know to some extent who uses these
data. With OCLC, for instance, catalogers are users of the first resort.
Other kinds of librarians use the terminals as they are able to do so.
When the terminals are made available to the public in libraries, they
get some use, but so far there seems to be no queuing problem. Often
the terminal just sits there, winking its little green eye. So the mountain
has come to Mohammed in this resPect, but Mohammed has not rushed
to the mountain. Some years back, Stephen McCarthy commented that
with Medline terminals in hospitals, medical staff could quickly find a

listing of what they needed, but getting their hands on the material was
anothtr matter.zl The solution of one problem-compilation of subject

with choice and form of entry in innumerable situations and how to

code parts of an entry with various spacings and punctuations, our long'

suffering library patrons are still wondering when they are going to be
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able to lay hands on what they now know they want.
For the truth of the matter is that it does not make very much dif-

ference which rulds we use, provided they have been set up as a stan-
dard. Rules, laws, customs are all social in origin. Whatever style is
formally adopted will be followed by the vast majority. If you measure
the resultant social conformity, you will get certain identifiable graphs
and equations. The individual sets of facrors which make up the pat-
terns can vary, but the general pattern will not. Thus the plotted curves
for usage of the 1908, 1949, 1967, and any other official caraloging codes,
Past, present, or future, will be similar.z2 What we should be looking
for are behavioral patterns of the same type among various groups of
users. I have already mentioned the citation type. There undoubtedly
are other social patterns representing difierent sets of values for difier-
ent groups. This is whar our critics from the public libraries have been
trying to tell us. Tagging such as ISBD punctuation or special entry to
suit the needs of the National Serials Data Project may be just so much
garbage to the user who has not been programmed to accept it. There
probably are a number of behavioral patterns in the bibliographic jun-
gle about which we know nothing as yet. Studies, especially those on li-
brary eftectiveness undertaken by non-librarians, have been based on
assumptions regarding the behavior of users which are not familiar to
most working librarians. Before we commit ourselves to one form or
another in rule making, we should investigate some of these notions.zs
One of the most interesting innovations in the area of user expectations
is the "information quality control" system developed by Heiung Koh
at the Human Relations Area Files at Yale University.za The user is
given sufficient data to enable determination of the coverage, reliability,
intellectual level, and scope of the material he consults so that he does
not have to waste his time going through stacks of documents of no
earthly use to him. It is in this direction that we should be going rather
than belaboring minutiae in the rules for cataloging. In my opinion, it
would be no great loss if we let the current rule making be the last, de-
claring a moratorium for at least ten years. By then we might have
amassed sufficient research developments to ensure that every change
would be a demonstrated improvement, made for good reason. Particu-
larly, quasi-standards should be thoroughly investigated.zo If a disci-
pline is defined by the nature of its problems, then library science must
be the discipline to end all disciplines. We have more problems per
square head than almost any other field.

And so, in conclusion, may I also suggest that we borrow the motto
of the Royal Society of London: "Nullius in verba"-nothing in words.
(Interpreting seventeenth-century parlance into twentieth-century idiom,
"Don't tell me how systems function. Show me.") Eva Verona has made
a comprehensive critical analysis of corporate authorship problems,
which, of necessity, also covers most of the problems of personal author-
ship.ze Nicely spread before us, we have the legalistic/logical puzzles,
arguments, actions, and suggested reconciliations or solutions. Now we
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need a little army of empirical evidence, obtained from a multitude of

We may start by uncovering the etiology of bibliography. What are

the causes, sources, and reasons behind the various formats we en-

counter? \Mhat exactly are these formats? Why are they still used? What
function do they perform? What social factors afiect them-such as the

reward system and others? Instead of saying to our younger members,

our recalcitrant networkers, our NUC contributors, "Do this, do that,"

we should be able to say, "This is done because . . ." or "T?tat is done

because. ." We owe it to ourselves to emerge from our latter-day

scholasticism, complete with disputations, and enter an age of enlighten-

ment, so necessary for developing a true discipline.
Mr. Dewey's classification, Mr. Cutter's catalog, and the warm-

blooded descendents of Dr. Hitchcock's "chickens" who fly in our midst

have managed to survive the test of time remarkably well. The true

value of alfthree is being made apparent through on-going research. Ig-

noring such research is done at our peril. How many more code, revisions

do wJhave to live through before we stoP talking and get to work?

r. The original plate may be found ,::}l"rtchcock, Ichnologv of New Engtand:
A Report onlhe Sandstone of the Connecticut VaIIey, Especially ol lts F.ossil Foot-
marki @oston: W. White, 1858), supplement (1863). n9lpdry{ (with quoted
description) in Willi"m J. Milier, Ai Introduction to Historical Geology with
Speciil ni1erence to Norih America (4th ed.; New York: Van Nostrand, l9?7) '
p.300.

2. idrian J. Desmond, The Hot-blooded Dinosaurs: A Reuoluti.on in Paleontologlr
(New York: Dial, 1976).

B. Iiaren Sparck Jones, Autonratic Keywmd, Classification (Hamden, Conn.: Archon

loguing, 1975), p.8-43.
5. Jacob Brono*ski, The Ascent ol Man (Boston: Little, 1973) , p.366-67. _
6, This was zuggested to me by Fleming Fallon. He has a somewhat difierent inter-

pretation of the boundaries.
7. This problem has surfaced in connection with OCLC and, more recently, was

discussed in a session of the Executive Committee, Cataloging and Classification
Section, Resources and Technical Services Division, American Library Association.
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See "Minutes" of the section's 1976 Midwinter Meeting, 19 January 1976, p.3-?
and appendixes A and B.

loging," Library ol Congress Informati,on Bulletin 22:468 (3 Sept. 1968) ; and Daniel
Gore, "In Hot Pursuit of FASTCAT," Library Journal 97-.26934b (l Sept. 1974) .

9. J. Farradane, "The Evaluation of Information Retrieval Systems,'; Journal of
Documentation X0:.195-207 $une 1974); Tefko Saracevig 'RELEVANCE: A Re-
view of and a Framework for the Thinking on the Notion in Information Science,"
Journal ol the American Society for Information Science 26..X214? (Nov./Dec.
1975) and in Aduances in Librarianship (New York: Academic press, iS?O), v.O,
p.79-138; Rowena W. Swanson, "Performing Evaluation Studies in Information
Science," Journal of the Atnerican Association lor Information Science 26:140-56
(May/June 1975) ; and Rowena W. Swanson, "Design and Evaluation of Informa-
tion Systems," Annual Reuiew ol Information Science and Technology (Washing-
ton, D.C.: American Society for Information Science, lgZE) , v.I0, p.4B-101.

10. A rather good example of the "blank slate" viewpoint may be found iD starements
by several library directors in The Future ol Card Catalogs: A Report ol a Program
Sponsored, by the Association ol Research Libraries, January 18, 19Zj (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Association of Research Libraries, 1975), 67p. The projected closing of
the Library of Congress catalogs has received the most attention, much of it based

ciation of Research Libraries, 1976) , p.52-53. For anorher view, see J. McRee
Elrod, "Is the Card Catalogue's Unquestioned Sway in North America Ending?',
loumal ol Academic Librarianship 2:rt-8 (March lgT6) . So far no test has been
run in parallel to show what will be gained or lost by switching to an on-line
computer catalog. Theoreticallv all the qualities claimed for the on-line system
should be possible. Practically, current on-line operating s1stems ofler only a frac-
tion of card catalog capabilities.

ll. Mary Kay Daniels Ganning, "The Catalog: Its Nature and prospects,,' Journal ol
Library Automati.on 9:6?44 (March 1976), section on '.The Elecrronic Catalog,"
summarizing speech of Hugh Atkinson, director of libraries at ohio state univit-
sity,

12. Except in conversation, such views are usually implied rather than explicitly
stated. Manfred Kochen's Principles of Inlmmation Retrieual (Los Angeles: Mel-
ville, 1974) covers the basis for much of the intellectual activity in libraries. See
especially pxv, 2-5, 9, 63-88, lU-19, 134,142-44, t65-170. Saracevic's work on

of Directors, "1975 Midwinter Meeting Minures," exhibits 1,2, pJ2-li; Cataloging
and classification section Executive committee Meeting, "lg?E san Francisco An-
nual Conference Minutes," p.2-6, appendix A, p.20. Apparently exactly the same
action occurred at the catalog code Revision committee Meeling of id January
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(Sept. 1973) . See also Verona, Corporate Headings, p.ll.
l?. William E. McGrath and Sam Dyson, "Regional Interlibrary Loan: An Old ldea,

a New Tool and a New Dimension," RQ l3:293-O8 (Summer 1974) ; abstract in
Library Resources b Technical Seruices 20:279 (Summer 1976).

18. Theodora Iong Hodges, Citation Ind,exing: Its Potential for Bi'bliographical Con-
trol (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1972; Ann Arbor'
Mich.: University Microfilms, 1973, No. 73-16787).

19. Verona, Corporate Headings, p.156, suggestion 4a.
20. Nancy Williamson, "Cataloguing and Bibliography: A Comparative Study of Their

Interrelationship as Seen through Their Principles and Practices" (Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Case Western Reserve University, 1977) .
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For an introduction to this orientation, see Operations Research: Inxplications forr:ibraries-: Thg T'hirty-fifth Annual Conlerence of the Graduate Library School,
August 24, 1971' ed. by Don R. swanson and Abraham Bookstein (chicago: Univ.
of Chicago Pr., 1972), r60p.

24. Hesung c. Koh, "HABS: A Research rool for social science and Area studies,"
Behaaior Science Notes 8:t72-78, l9l (l9ZA).

25. Paul Fasana, "serials Data control: current problems and prospects," Journal
ol Library Automation_ 9:lg-33 (March 1976), and his ..AACR,-ISBD(S) and
ISSN: A comment," Library Resources & Technical sentices lg:33?-87 (Fali rgTb).

26. Verona, Corportate Headings, passim.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDAHD

The American National standards rnstitute announces the publication of
439.24-1976, the american National standard system for the R6manization of
slaaic-cyrillic characters. copies are available from the Institute, l4B0 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10018, at 93.50.
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"The Tyranny of Distance" and

Other Ausfralian Acquisitions Problems*

MenroN T. RmP

Head, Order Department

Louisiana S tate Unia ersi't^t Librar l
Baton Rouge

Drawing on six months of experience as assistant acquisiti'ons librarian
at the Australian National IJnfuersity Library and a search of the lit-
eratwe, the author discusses four acquisitions problems unique to
Australian libraries: (1) distance, uhich dictates auerage supply times
of four and fiue months for British and tJ.S. books respectfuely; (2)
custonl,s restrictions; Q) the "Empire Rights Agreement"; and (4)
copyright regulations. Until librarians "Down Undef' nxay obtain lit-
erature from other countries with more speed and without censorship
or restrictions as to what editi,on may be purchased from whom, they
are to be commended for acquiring materials as readily as they d'o.

CQUISITIONS PROBLEMS in Australian libraries dealt with rn
this paper are concerned mainly with procuring books-not with

book selection or collection development. The combination of problems
described seems to be uniquely Australian. Indeed, they are not Problems
which acquisitions librarians in the United States experience. Source ma'
terials for this essay are three: (l) the author's six-month experience as
the acting assistant acquisitions librarian at the Australian National Uni-
versity Library (ANU) in Canberra, Australia, from 16 January
through 4 J:uly 1975; (2) a detailed search of the literature; and (3)
facts gleaned from correspondence which is cited later.

The Australian National University is a blend of two institutions:
the research/postgraduate Institute for Advanced Studies, which has de-
veloped from provisions set forth in the Australian National University
Act of 1946, and the undergraduate School of General Studies, which
began in 1929 as Canberra University College and joined ANU in 1960.

Manuscript received February 1976; accepted for publication August 1976.

r Thls paper is based on a colloquium presented to the Graduat€ School of Library
Science aithe Louisiana State University on 2l November 1975'
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the primary research facilities for the Australian government, ANU re-
ceives more commonwealth funding for books and-serials than does any
other Australian universi ty.z

Distance

visited it. rn fact, for the two summers preceding its closure a large fleet of
proas had made visits.s

This example points out in a graphic way just what havoc d.isrance can
play with communication.
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obtain a book from its major British dealer in 1974 was ll8 days. The

average time required to obtain a book from its major U.S. dealer was

149 d"ays.l One can imagine the reaction of the Patron-esP-ecially the

patron who has just come from Britain or North America and has never

Lefore experienied such supply gaps. One can also appreciate the slow-

ness with^which the Australiin libiarian would receive out-of-Print cata-

logs or verification and cataloging tools such as Briti'sh National Bibli'-

o{raphy, Cumulatiue Booh Indei, or the National Union Catalog' The

tbZa e"rtr"lian university library reports summarized in the December

1974 issue of Australian'Academic ind Research Libraries lament the

slowness of supply, stating that Australian libraries should not accePt

the "idea thati,ve are in no better case than our Predecessors of a hun-

dred years ago, except that we can post our orderi abroad by airmail."6

Wh"t is 6eing done to overcome this "tyranny of distance"? In order

to receive somJ most-needed journals more quickly, the Australian

National university Library acquires approximately 100 journlls on an

airmail basis-a most expensive solution.o The National Library of

Australia has just begun lts o*t series of MARC tapes, in-corpor-allng

data from the LC MA:RC tapes, which are sent airmail, thereby enabling

such data to be available to Australian libraries more quickly than they

can obtain verification tools by seamail. Some bookdealers are making

concerted efforts to supply materials more quickly than ever' The Dutch

Australian Book Dep&^pi. fta. now has certain Dutch books, including

Elsevier and. North Holland titles, shipped, under a special arrangement

with the Dutch postal authorities, via KLM Airlines to Melbourne as

soon as they are published. National Library servire, I-nc. 9f Norwalk,

Connecticut, is seiking a method of sending U.S. titles by air freight to

Australia at a less exfensive rate.? B. H. Blackwell Ltd. in England_is

presently conducting in experiment of supplying.selected periodicals by

Accelerated Surface Post (ASP) to one Australian institution'

In June 1975, ASP ofiered delivery in Australia in fourteen to

eighteei days from dare of dispatch in the United Kingdom {or about

g."lo per pound. This price may seem steep, but it is considerably better

lnu" i"g.ttur air-freigtrt rates fiom England to Australia, which at the

time wire approximitely {1.00 per pound-in a minimum of twenty-

pound unitsre^The latesi informalion received reflects another increase.

As of 22 November 1976, the ASP cost is f.93 per pound.e These costs

reflect mailing charges only. Any handling charges would be extra. In his

4 November lgTb litt"t, Blackwell's C. P. Tyzack points out that "The

experiment with journal subscriptions continues and the o'lly conclusion

*" hurr" reached ii that we are not sure what conclusions to draw."lo

Customs Problems

Prior to 1968, each Australian state set its own censorship regulations.

This resulted in varying degrees of repression, as described by Australian

bookseller Roger Page:
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. . . we had some claim to being the mosr censor-ridden country in the English-
speaking world. such situations could arise when The Group was freely available
in all States except Victoria, where the authorities were careful to state that the
book was not banned; you merely risked police action and imprisonment if you
distributed it. The resulranr hysrerical puuticity meanr that f book which nor-
mally would have sold a few hundred copies in Australia, sold instead in many
thousands, both by interstate mail ordefand over the counter when the booi
circulated freely in Victoria again.ll

In 1968 the federal authorities were authorized to approve books com-
ing through customs. Flowever, the states still "'retain lhe right to prose-
cute the publishers and distributors of books they consider obscene."'l2
This prosecution could presumably be directed toward librarians as well.
Thus, the situation in Australia today is that repressive censorship legis-
lation exists in some states, although the past two federal Australiin gov-
ernments have presented a very liberal attitude on this topic.rs

All importers (including libraries) are required to list for the Lit-
erature section of the customs office in their state all books received
without invoice and to submit invoices for all other books received.l4
Thus, the ANU Library Acquisitions Deparrment sends a copy of each
invoice for imported books ro rhe Cusioms Office in Canberra each

another point of entry. If he knows it is already under review, he can
hold it pending a federal decision. If he has serious doubts about a title,
he refers it to headquarters in canberra. The final decision on a title be-
longs to the Minister for Customs, who may wish to act on the advice of
the National Literature Board of Review.l! A conscientious customs of-
ficer not familiar with the titles he reviews may inadvertently question
quite innocent books. one bookdealer was seriously asked to defend the
import of twenty copies of Pope's Rape of the Lock. Another book-
seller records that Fun in Bed (pastimes for bedridden youngsters) and
even the children's bookwhat Katy Did have been closely sffutinized be-
cause of their names.l6

of threshhold censorship, resulting in a large inflow of publications
which by community concensus over the years have been refused entry
into this country." The only hopeful fact here is that the number of
banned publications had decreased from ninety-three the previous
year.u
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Empi.re Rights A greement

tween the Australian Book Publishers Association and the British
Publishers Association, so that Australian publishers may now buy Aus'

he does, supply will be immediate, (4) by using an Arrstralian book-

dealer, a library can avoid customs-clearance problems, and (5) it is not

sound business practice always to circumvent a local bookdealer whose

service in all other facets is at least equal to that of a foreign dealer.

Copyright

Two acquisitions problems are created by the Australtan -lopryight
Act, which &me into eftect I May 1969. They are concerned with (l) re-

production of books and (2) the closed market.
Australian copyright protection "expires fifty years after the death

of the author in ihe case of published works or fifty years after the first

publication in the case of works which were not published before the

death of the author. . . . The Copyright Act . . . makes it an infringe-

ment if a substantial part of a protected work is reproduced."zz ln 1974
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an Australian Equity Court justice ruled that the University of New
South Wales breached the Copyright Act by allowing a photocopy re-
production of "The Americans' Baby," a ten-page short story, to be
made on a coin-operated machine.za Such a decision has many implica-
tions. The immediate efiect at the ANU Library seemed to be the ex-
treme care with which acquisitions personnel went about obtaining
reproductions of books within copyright. If the most reasonable means
of acquisition of a British or Australian title was by reprography, writ-
ten permission was obtained from the author before the title was
copied. The writrcn statements granting copying permission are on per-
manent file in the Acquisitions Department.

Under provisions of the Australian Copyright Act an Australian
warehouse may become entitled ro the exclusive rights to supply a title
to Australian booksellers. "All orders from booksellers to the overseas
publisher will be referred back to the local warehouse. The prices
charged from the local warehouse may bear no relation whatsoever to
the published prices in the country of origin. The local warehouse may
be an independent Australian company, or it may be partly or wholly
owned by the overseas publisher."za For example, the 1973 Subi,ect Guide
to Boohs in Print cost 4.$37.85 if purchased through rhe Australian dis-
tributor Cheshire Publishing Pry. Ltd. in Melbourne, while the book was
retailing in the United States at A929.96.20 Thus, it cosr A$7.89 more for
a library to purchase it through the proper Australian warehouse rather
than through a U.S. dealer. Another example: an Australian citizen may
import a title costing ,4'$2.39 from a British publisher or bookseller and
pay only ,4.$2.59 (list price of 492.39 plus 49.20 postage), whereas the
Australian bookseller must pay rhe Australian list price (based on a
schedule of prices usually bearing no direct relation to rhe British tist
price) of A$4.70 minus a 40 percent discounr, or 492.82. Thus, rhe
bookseller's customer-or indeed a library-can buy a book at a lower
price than the bookseller himself can.26

Can we find any promising developments in Australia to ease the li
brarians' problems arising from the Empire Rights Agreement and the
closed market? On 19 April 1974 a public conference was held in Sydney
to discuss whether the Australian Coppighr Act of 1968 should be
amended to allow the importation and distribution for the purpose of
trade both the U.S. and U.K. editions of a book. The conference, at-
tended by authors, publishers, booksellers, librarians, and government
officials, was sponsored by the Attorney General's Department.2? As a re-
sult of this meeting, the government has established a special committee
of interested parties to collect more facts and to assess the size of the
problem.za

To summarize, Iout major acquisitions problems faced by Australi-
an librarians relate to distance, customs, the Empire Rights Agreement,
and copyright. It is to be hoped that advances will be made so that li-
brarians and bookdealers "Down Under" mav obtain literature from
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other countries with more speed and without censorship or restrictions

as to what edition may be purchased from whom.

l. Marion T. Reid. "comparison .:ffi""s Functions and statistics in the
Australian National University Library and the Louisiana State University Li-
brary" (Canberra: June 1975), p.l-2.

2. Ibid., p.4.
3. Geoftrey Blainey, The Tyranny ol Distance: Hotu Distance Shaped' Australia's His'

lory (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1966), p.83-88.
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BALLOTS-The View from
Technical Services

Ar-r,nu B. VreNnn
Assistant Director for T,echnical Serui,ces

S tanf or d U nia ersity Librarie s
Stanford, California*

BALLOTS (Bi,bliographic Automation of Large Library Operations
using a Time-sharing System) is presented frorn the aieupoint of the
Stanford Unfuersity Libraries as a user of the system. The efiect of auto-
mation on technical and public seraices is considered, with emphasis on
the human and, organizational changes inaolaed in the library's moae to
a railically neu uay of li,fe over a four-year period.

TN ASSESSING DEVELOPMENTS in library automation, it has long
r been fashionable among "experrs" to denigrate the "housekeeping"
aspects of bibliographic data management. Yet without housekeeping,
without orderly and accessible files, our libraries would be nothing but
a chaotic jumble of books and other materials. This may be compared
to a gourmet who believes that only the eating is important, and who
fancies that cooking expertise, accurately recorded recipes, and well-
maintained equipment are dispensable ingredients. Such a gourmet is
not likely to experience a great number of pleasant meals, for house-
keeping is the foundation of service excellence, whether the field is
gastronomy or bibliography. Without it neither materials nor data can
flow freely and neither the reference and retrieval nor delivery respon-
sibilities of the library can be carried out effectively.

The system described here is based on the belief that efficient house-
keeping is the first step in providing efiective library service. In describ-
ing BALLOTS (Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations

Manuscript received and accepted for publication August 1976,

* The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Karen Bendorf, BALLOTS
training coordinator; Hank Epstein, director of the BALLOTS Center; Frederid< C.
Lynden, assistant chief of the Acquisition Department; Richard C. Pollard, assistant
chief of the Catalog Department; and David C. Webet director of University Libraries,
all of whom critically reviewed this paper and oftered innumerable valuable suggestions
for improvement.
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using a Time-sharing System) support of technical and public services,
this article concentrates on detailed aspects of technical services and
some aspects of public services, with consideration given to human and
organizational changes. The history of BALLOTS, its hardware and
software components, elements of its design philosophy, and a brief
summary of its impact on the library have been treated in an earlier
paper.l

Following an introductory discussion relating to scope and language
coverage and to functions, files, facilities, and terminal locations, the
design decisions and constraints in the development of BALLOTS are
discussed from a technical point of view, with regard to the human fac-
tors involved and through a consideration of the procedural factors and
changes. The new environment is presented and a few words added on
cument and future developments.

Scope and Language Coaerage of BALLOTS

The BALLOTS system, now in its fifth year of production, began
as the major processing system for the Stanford University Libraries.
BALLOTS is in integrated technical processing system with additional

the BALLOTS data base at Stanford is as follows:

English 59.lTo
Romance 19.5%
German ll.7To
Slavic 7.1%
Other 2.6%
Total IMW

Functions, Files, and Terminal Locati,ons

BALLOTS maintains four machine-readable, on-line files:
l. MARC File (MARC). Includes all LC MARC records from I Jan-

uary 1972 to date (except for May-August 1972) .2
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2. Catalog Data File (CDF). Includes all titles processed in the
BALLOTS system.

3. In Process File (IPF). Includes all titles on order or received but
not cataloged; also includes desiderata and "stop" (do not order)
records.

4. Reference File (REF) . Includes cross-references, explanatory ref-
erences, and scope notes. Serves also as an authority fi1e.3

Of these four major files all but MARC are "transaction driven," i.e.,
subject to local update, addition, and deletion. In principle and in fact
the MARC File is subject to change only from update records supplied
by the Library of Congress. It is not possible foi a local user to alter
permanently any record in the MARC File.r Only a copy of the MARC
record may be modified and inserted into an appropriate transaction-
driven file. BALLOTS retains all incoming MARC records whether or
not they match a Stanford original cataloging record.

Through these files the following major functions and facilities are
supported:

l. Data base maintenance (including cross-references)
2. Searching and retrieval
3. Firm orders
4. Standing orders (including serials and terminal sets)
5. Approvals, blanket orders, gifts, exchanges
6. Receiving (full or partial)
7. Claiming (automatic or on demand)
8. Cancelling (automatic or on demand)
9. Out of print procurement

10. Decisions not to purchase and reasons therefore
I l. Standing search requests (SSRs) for MARC records
12. Cataloging
13. Forms printing (including catalog cards and spine labels)
14. Detection of operator error through on-line edits
15. Off-campus file access through TYMNET or shared lines
16. Individual item control through the processing cycle
17. Reserve book processing
18. Catalog maintenance
19. References and scope notes
As of this writing Stanford has installed twelve CRTs in technical

services, and two in public services-one each at reference desks in the
Main Library and the Meyer Memorial (undergraduate) Library. One
each is in the Collection Development Program and the Government
Document Department for searching and ordering; one has been in-
stalled solely for training. One is in the law library and one each is on
order for the medical and business administration libraries. Three more
terminals are on order to support reference and public service in the
education, engineering, and music branch libraries. Approximately 125
persons in seven different Stanford library units use a BALLOTS termi-
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nal rourinely during the work day for periods ranging from a few min-

utes to several hours.

Design Constraints and Design Decisions in the
Deaelopment of BALLOTS

A major constraint in any system design is the local environment and

rero.rr.eiuoailable: human and intellectual resources, financial suPPort'

space, and computer software and hardware.
In human resources, the library had the advantage of an experienced

and dedicated staff. The library administration, the department chiefs,

and supervisors were uniformly and vigorously supportive of the auto-

mation effort. While the library staff displayed the normal anxieties

accompanying any major challenge, they resp-onded with energy and

enthusliasm aJthe iystem gradually became a working reality' -
In the financiai area, the university was extraordinarily fortunate in

obtaining federal and non-federal grants for development work.6 But

during a" seventeen-month hiatus in- external fundilg the university it-

self irivested a substantial sum of money-nearly $300,000-to continue

the development work.
In computer software stanford has been active for some time. Be-

cause IBM^ time-sharing software did not function efficiently on the

IBM 360/67, Sranford developed a number of special proSrams for the

IBM 960/67. After eight yeais of operations, the 360/67 was replac-ed

with a fia 1 rcA, also a time-sharing computer. This machine now provides

expanded storage capacity at lowlr unit costs, improved response time,

an-d supports many more terminals than t}:'e 360 167.
vtany features of the BALLOTS system attemPt to take account of

user needs, particularly at rhe point of user-machine interface.o A spe-

cific review of basic design decisions will assist in understanding the

rationale for certain systeir features. Design decisions can be categorized

into (l) those aftecting overall systems (i.e., technical considerations),

(2) hriman facrors, utta 1e; procedural considerations and change. Each

of these major categories is detailed below.

T echnical C onsi derations

Reti,ability. The first requirement was a reliable and dependable sys-

tem with a rapid turnaround for products and services: the new system

would have to'provide no less service than the manual system it replaced.

As one .*u-pie, for many years Stanford has maintained a three-day

card reproduition and filing cycle. Although. such a cycle is somewhat

*or. 
"ip.ttsive 

than weeklybr monthly batching it has-consiste_ntly pre-

vented a^ccumulation of a filing backlog and assured that cards would

always get into the catalog at virtually the same time books reached the

shelves.-To have extended this cycle beyond three days would have repre-

sented a reduction in service which the library administration did not

wish to tolerate. Daily card production was therefore early established

as a system requirement. In iis final realization, the library was actually
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strated the ability of the BALLOTS system ro accommodate a data base
originally designed for anorher purpose.

Although the Catalog Data File actually conrains all titles caraloged
through the BALLOTS system, it is possible upon command to seaich
only the Meyer subset of the Catalog Data File. This has the effect of
permitting a network library to search a private file of its own holdings,
while providing the option of. ako searching all cataloged titles wherever
they may be held. Thus the multiple library environment supports not
only an individual library machine-readable catalog but also a type of
union catalog function.

In November 1976 BALLOTS implemented its "shared cataloging"
module publicly; network users can now retain on-line their own records
constructed either from records already in the file or from original data
entry. With this implementation it also became possible for users outside
of Stanford to interact with an entire screen of data (i.e., complete
record as an entity) instead of only one data element at a time.8
Through these new facilities the BALLOTS system permits all of its
users to share and exchange bibliographic records.

Consider.ations of Data Base Integrity and Mai,ntenance. The power
and flexibility of a computer-aided processing system need to be closely
controlled to avoid bibliographic chaos. All operators have considerable
editorial power available at rhe terminal. But it musr not be so easy to
alter records that change can be accomplished at whim, or accidentally.
To preserve the integrity of the final bibliographic record, it was speci-
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fied that once an item had been cataloged its record would be "locked"

normal maintenance.
The RoIe of MARC and ISBD. As in many other library automation

development projects originating in the 1960s, Stanford University made

some initial decisions baGd entiiely on local priorities and requirements.

In their own context and time these decisiohs were ProPer and justifi'

able, but their rationale can no longer be defended as the national scene

moves rapidly toward standardization. One of these decisions IMas not to

use all tfre MeRC subfield codes-essential for book catalog production
-in Stanford's internal format. Another was not to employ diacritical

would keep users from finding books. Finally, stanford examined the

incrementall cost of inputting, proofreading, and revising records with

a full character set and in the full MARC format and concluded that

the extra effort was at that time not cost justifiable in its own environ-

ment.
Later, the extraordinarily rapid development of networking made

nationwide adoption of the full MARC format and the full character

ser imperative. ]A.ccordingly, Stanford reviewed and revised its decision
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Human Factors

Screens for Searching

Full acquisition display
Bibliogriphic displiy-fi rst
Cataloged holdings display
Bibliographic conrrol

display
General system
Long bibliographic display
Partial record display
Full reference display
Remainder of bibiiographic

data display
Short data display
Search inquiry
Search continuation
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ACQ
BIB
CAT
CON

GSI
LON
PAR
REF
REM

SHO
SI I
SI2

Screens for Input/ Update
BCI Bibliographic control input
BII Bibliographicinput
BI2 Additionalbibliographic

input
HH2 Holdings input
HUI Holdings updare
ORI Order input (for entering

business and administra-
tive data)

RII Reference input
RPI Reserve processing input
RXI Acquisition matrix (for

posting files for receipt,
claims, reports, etc.)
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TABLE I
srquu.rce or Nonuer, srnps ero corrueNos rx rnn Rncprvruo pnocoss

Command Next
Step Number Step Description Used (Prompted) Command

Search for the record and FIND
verify that the item in
hand matches the out-
standing order
Post the file
Enter the posted record
into. the computer pro-
cessrng stream

RXI

ENT (short for ENTER)
COMMAND? (system
prompt equivalent to:
"What do you wish to do
next?")

RXI
ENT

simply overtypes rhe prompted Rxl command. with LoN and reviews
the total record. But once this is done, the next prompted. command. will
still be RXI-the screen needed to do the receiving. If still dissatisfied
upon seeing the full data, the operator remains fi"e to override once
again and issue new commands f& other purposes, e.g., updating or cor-
recting bibliographic data, deciding to i...pt the iook anyhow as a
"nonpurchase order" (NPo) item, or posting reports from vendors.
Finally, if everything about'the transact^ion iiseen to be wrong, the

1q"_t_u111 can retry or start a wholly new transaction by issuing the
CANCEL command.

Abbreuiated Command.s and Command, Chai,ni.ng. All BALLOTS
commands are based on single natural-language expreisions, e.g., FIND,
DISPLAY, ENTER, CANCEL. All may fe utnreuiuted to coinvenient,
three-letter equivalents: FIN, DIS, ENT, CAN, and so forth.

. T.h. experienced operator looks ahead and. may exercise the option
of skipping certain screen formats in a given transaction. For example,
in receiving it- may be immediately appa-rent that the full bibliographic
record, not a brief version, must be eximined, perhaps because .o*pte*
serial information is discernible in the piece. io save keying and iom-
parter time, and to avoid display of unwanted screens, the oplrator may
elect to issue commands in i single, unbroken sequence to provide the
following services: (l) search and find a given record ana jZ1 display
it in an i"py! formar so that it may be modified. Thus, attirough'two
commands will be issued, both will be typed on a single line and ient to
the computer as if they were one. com-mand chaining is also used by
experienced operators to skip over unwanted. or ,rntrecesury intervening
steps or screens. combinations of command chaining are limited only by
the ingenuity of the operaror and the system oi protocols which of
course permits only legal commands issued in logi-al sequence to be
acted upon.

_ M.nemonic Tags. Early in the design process, it became clear that a
decision would have to be made aboui how to identify content designa-
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merical tags:

Data Element

Main entry,
personal name

Main entry,
coTPorate name

Date
Size
Local call number
Title statement
Language

BALLOTS
Mnemonic

Corresponding
MARC Tag

MEPN IOO

MECA
D
sz
CAL
TST
L

l l 0
260 $c
300 $c
none
245 $a
008
(positions 35-37)

International Standard
Book Number ISBN 020

A similar arrangement is used for MARC input at the Library of con-

gress, where the alphabetical mnemonics are also translated into numeri-

cal tags by comPuter.
On-fine Error Debectiom through Immediate Editing of Input- The

creation of clean data with a minimum of errors and a simple means

for correction were deemed essential requirements for a comPuter'

supported technical services system. Therefore it was decided to make

*i*i*.tm use of the computer's ability to detect errors at the point of

input. For this purpose 
- 
extensive on-line editing 11 lyi^tt- into the

gAffO1.S system. This works particularly well with fixed-field data or

required information, for example, book fund account number, shelv-

ing location, language of text, and the like.
The on-line edits also detect illegal combinations of data. For exam-

ple, it is impossible to tell BALLOTS to build a record without a title

itute*.trt. Nor would it be possible to construct a record with two main

entries.
Similarly, it is impossible to indicate that an item is being obtained

through a purchase brder (mnemonic: PO) while at tE- same time

specifying a deposit account number (mnemonic: DAN). The presence

oi pO as a dati elemenr value normally triggers printing of a billing in-

struction on the purchase order form-a message that is clearly inappli-

cable to deposit accounts. Should a deposit account number also be
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inadvertently specified, the machine detects the erroneous combination
and requires the operator to take corrective action.

There are approximately 100 error codes in BALLOTS. As long as
error codes are displayed on an input format, it is impossible to ixit
from a transaction without either c-orrecting the mistakis or cancelling
the transaction altogether.

Flexible Searchi,ng from Many Access Points. How to access the
machine-readable files formed another important decision point in the
design process. Authors and titles are so-eti-es garbled or misspelled on
boot. purchase requests or in vendor catalogs. Large research libraries
deal with titles originating in countries where the book trade is still in
its formative stages or where national bibliographic data are either un-
available or uncertain. The requirement fof flexible indexing resulted
in immediate rejection of the iearch key method, which is dependent
upon both accuracy of data and certainty of their sequence.

- The seemingly intractable problem of establishing entries for con-
ferenc-es and corporate bodies luggested that it mighl be desirabre to
provide-a type of access especially calculated to ease ihis difficulty.

In the end, there evolved seven different approaches to searching,
each working through indexes:

l. Personal name search: name in full or truncated form, normal or
inverted sequence, with full forenames or initials.
Title word search: all significant title words available for search-
ing independently of word sequence, save an exclusion list of

Internal identification (ID) number (for titles in the BALLOTS
REF, IPF, or CDF files).

6. LC or Dewey call number (for titles already cataloged in
BALLOTS).

7. LC subject heading search (for titles already cataloged in
BALLOTS) : full or rruncated search.

Using "and," "or," and "not" logic the operator can also combine any of
these access points in an appropriate manner. For example, one can
search in a single step for an author and a title, a corporate body and a
title, etc. A well-formulated personal author/title search results in a

2.

o
J .

4.
5.
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Catalogers and reference librarians considered it highly desirable to
support both class number and subject heading searches. Both these
capabilities can be used in original cataloging to provide the cataloger
with ready access to similar works cataloged under the same subjects and
class numbers. It is thus possible to browse through the shelflist for
assistance in classifying materials.ll Reference librarians can use the
same capabilities to assist patrons in locating items related to their inter-
ests. This type of searching is available to all libraries participating in
the BALLOTS shared cataloging service. Given sufrcient financial sup-
port, class number and subject heading searching is extendable to the
MARC File.

The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is recorded as a
matter of course but for several reasons is not Presently available as an
access point for searching. First, it was discovered that ISBNs printed on
blurbs, brochures, and advertisements were characterized by an inordi-
nately high incidence of error. During input operations, a BALLOTS-
supported check digit routine immediately called these errors to the op-
eritor's attention and locked the screen. Originally, this edit was intend-

infancy.
In a network environment it is planned to provide ISBN access in

order to support member libraries' acquisition work. (Libraries relying
on ISBNs derived from Library of Congress data will face negligible
error incidence because LC transcribes from sources more reliable than

publishers' blurbs or advertisements.)
Cascaded. Search. In functions where multiple files are available,

searches are automatically "cascaded" from one file to the next in a pre-

determined. ("default") sequence, without the need to re-input the

search. In ordering, the first search is against the Reference File to deter-

mine if a differenl entry should be searched; if not, the Catalog Data

File is searched to determine whether a coPy of the book is already in

the library; if not, the In Process File is searched to determine whether

a copy is already on order; if none is on order, the MARC File is

searcired. If no record is found, the Catalog Data Files of other libraries

can be searched, with Stanford generally specifying other research li-

braries first.
A BALLOTS cascaded search automatically stops at the first file con-

taining a record corresponding to the search. The cascaded search can be

continued through the remainder o[ the files if the opelator issues a

RESUME command.
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Pr o ce dural C onsi derations an d C han ges

Multiple Bibliographi,c and Physical ltems. The ability to. process
partial shipments of multivolume sets or multiple-copy orders was con-
sidered of paramount importance, as complete shipments, particularly
of terminal sets, are relatively rare in large academic libraries and may
not even be commonplace in other libraries. This situation led to the
design of an important BALLOTS feature: the ability to check-in and
catalog individual items in an order while retaining a record of pieces
still awaiting receipt.

To implement this feature a computer program "explodes" a single
notation of a multiple-item order into a series of individual items. At
the time of order, the operator need enter only a single, compact nota-
tion, e.g., 2:v.l-bk7-9. This example indicates that two copies each of
volumes l-5 and 7-9 were ordered; the In-Process File record resulting
from this order will display sixteen line items. The format used for re-
ceiving or claiming the order will allow an individual input area for
each item, so that some may be received, others claimed (if necessary) ,
and so on.

The same principle is applied to cataloging multiple items: e.g., if
some items ordered have not been received at the time of cataloging, the
rest may be cataloged and the acquisition records for the other items re-
tained. Similarly, it is possible in the maintenance function to indicate
that a cataloged volume has been withdrawn from the library collection
or reported missing by the Circulation Department.

This same capability also permits receiving parts of a set not origi-
nally specified in an order (e.g., volume l0 in the above example) or of
whose existence the library was previously unaware. There is "free
form" space to designate receipt of additional material, whether it be
part, supplement, addendum, fascicle, etc. Thus it is possible to receive
sets with more physical than bibliographic volumes or to accommodate
unforeseen changes in the publication pattern.

Paper Hand,ling Simplified andlor Eliminated. The elimination of
paper files-particularly files of flimsy paper-was considered an impor-
tant objective, since such files are both difficult to maintain and frustrat-
ing to use. Since most of the transactions would have to take place at a
terminal, it seemed that the bold step of relying completely on an on-
line In Process File would be worth the risk. A printed list would have
meant more paper handling, out-of-date information, and more time
consumed. Therefore, the terminal is the only window into the In Pro-
cess File.

In order work, purchase order forms are printed on a two-Part form,
with both parts going to the vendor; one of these is to be returned as a
report or inserted in the ordered item. Needless to say, the stafi has been
gratified to have filing in the order file eliminated. Furthermore, the
multiple search points provided by BALLOTS have immeasurably ex-
tended access to this file, inasmuch as the stafi is no longer dependent
upon the concept of a single-entry order file, which often had inaccurate
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data derived from faulty bibliographic information supplied by ven-
dors or patrons.

Because copies of certain forms no longer had to be filed, the forms
themselves could be designed around their data requirements rather than
a filing cabinet size. The purchase order form is the size of a tabulating
card; the second copy which is returned by the vendor is discarded soon
after material is checked in, or, if containing report data, is used to post
the In Process File. The catalog data slip (a worksheet for editing)
needed to be much larger than the traditional 3 inch by 5 inch size. A
5r/2 inchby 8/z inch size was selected.lz The catalog data slip is forward-
ed to the Binding and Finishing Division for selection of appropriate
bookplates and to communicate other useful data. It is finally discarded

the computer and need not be entered at the terminal.
A third simplification occurs in the claiming function. Claims can be

issued automatilally or "forced," i.e., issued on demand. Claiming cycles
can be leset to account for unpredictable external factors such as strikes

items still in process but urgently needed by patrons, it was decided to

incorporate some form of piece control in BALLOTS. \Vhile the design

team concluded that it was impractical to track every movement of an
item, it did seem feasible to record in the comPuter every major "work

frustrations usually accompanying book hunts.
Standing Seqrch Requests (SSRs). Books held for LC copy rePresent

a considerable investment standing idle as well as a deprivation of ma-

quests (SSRs).- 
To establish an SSR, the user enters a search for MARC data' If
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none is found, the operator instructs the computer to repeat the search
during a prespecified period of time determined by the operaror. During
this period the computer will auromatically search the MARC File at
regular intervals to determine whether authoritative LC bibliographic
data have arrived. Upon arrival, a notice is printed and the original
request is purged. If at the end of the specified time nothing has been
found, purge notices are printed and the standing search is automatical-
ly terminated. The library then has the option of reestablishing the
standing search or sending the material for original cataloglng.

To forestall the problem of incorrecr LC card numbers, it is possible
to enter a standing search specifying both the LC card number and an
author/title search, connected by the "or" operator.lE

BALLOTS also provides an aid to supporting manual standing
searches against data in the LC depository file. For titles not yet in the
scope of MARC, a 3-inch-by-5-inch slip is generated from dara raken
from the book itself. Such slips are interfiled in the depository file (by
title) to await arrival of a matching LC card.

Merging of Automated, Searching and Ordering. One significant
procedural change occurred almost immediately: searching and ordering
turned into one unified operation as the latter activity immediately fol-
lowed the former directly at the terminal. To take advantage of this
convenient capability, related manual activities (e.g., searching in the
card catalog or printed bibliographies) had to be batched and well
organized ahead of time.

The New Enaironment

Euolutionary Change in Poli,cies, Proced.ures, and Organization. No
automated system can be successful without taking into account human
factors and the work environment. Every large organization has a micro-
social structure which changes at a much slower rate than external
(macro) technologies.la To avoid a mismatch between the human be-
ing's lesser rate of adaptability and technology's more rapid pace, suc-
cessful change must be evolutionary. In recognition of this fact, it was
decided to establish as a firm policy criterion that procedures and orga-
nizational structure would have to remain relatively stable during the
first implementation of automation. In fact, the BALLOTS system was
explicitly designed with enough flexibility to support either continuance
of existing procedures, radical change, or something in between. This
flexibility has permitted the system to be easily understood and accepted
by the stafi and has greatly simplified the process of change itself by
facilitating user feedback to modify system features.

BALLOTS was not implemented as a total system at one time, but in
eleven stages or modules. At the end of two years the full system was in
use and consideration could be given to major changes. The first such
change was physical and resulted in consolidation of the acquisition and
cataloging departments into a single location, with the movement d ma-
terial arranged to produce a sffaight-through workflow. The two depart-
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ments remain under independent leadership. Close proximity of
acquisition and cataloging (which were formerly on separate floors) has
greatly facilitated inter- and intradepartmental communication and
assisted the staff in understanding that technical processing is a unified
process. Ifence it has facilitated implementation of staff exchanges with'
in technical services and stimulated exchanges between technical and
public services.

Currently under consideration is a new procedure which follows
from the physical consolidation-Process In Receipt (PIR). Through
PIR, materials having MARC copy will be fully Processed immediately

carried out in the Collection Development Program.ls It is expected that
many other changes, both organizational and procedural, will occur over
the next several years, perhaps culminating in a unified technical services
department. Ifowever, at the present time there aPpears to be no com-
pelling reason to unify these departments under a single department
head.

CRTs and on-line operations: Northwestern University Library used

typewriter terminals and the University of Chicago's system was still
largely batch oriented.

As modules were implemented one after another, the original
BALLOTS/library team which had developed a given module also pre-
pared the training materials and conducted the training sessions for the

module. This procedure was followed for each of the first ten modules

implemented. Although the total system became,more complex as new
modules were added, the staff readily absorbed new knowledge and
picked up additional modules relatively easily. The most difficult module

was undbubtedly the recently implemented MARC/ISBD facility, an

eleventh module. The module for standing orders was also somewhat
difficult. The least complex were those for processing out-of-print and

reserve materials, both of which affected only a few staft members in
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lated but rejected because of concern that such a designation would
weaken the authority and responsibility of unit supervisors. This weak-
ening had already been observed earlier when the BALLOTS staff con-
tributed the major training efiort. The final solution was to apPoint one
person in a staff capacity with the title "training coordinator." The
training coordinator's major responsibilities are to train supervisors,
give basic training to new employees, prepare and edit ftaining docu-
mentation, and conduct essential training workshops. Supervisors remain

tion of the system, and has produced significantly increased consistency
and efficiency throughout the library system.

Terminals were at first clustered in the acquisition and catalog de-
partments. Acquisition then had four terminals and catalog had seven.
Clustering was beneficial for initial training, but, in between new

mation being disseminated.
An integral part of the physical move described earlier was a decision

to "de-cluster" the terminals. Each now stands within an attractive,
acoustically treated partition. Each such cubicle is a more or less private
work area where an operator can do the job with a minimum of
distraction.

Following the successful relocation, the entire BALLOTS training
program wal evaluated through a series of small grouP meetings of all

of all new or revised in-house (user) documentation and conduct a se-
ries of educational sessions to review thoroughly all the points brought
up in the small group meetings. The training coordinator took over
tliese responsibilities. As of this writing completely revised training ma-

terials are in press.16
Another outcome of the documentation and training review was the

decision to spread BALLOTS exPertise still further by (t) involving
additional stafi in further development work and (2) holding all super-
visors-rather than just a handful of design exPelts-resPonsible for

all procedural training, supervision, and operations germane to their
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specific assignments. Department chiefs were trained first; they in turn
trained the major supervisors, and the latter trained all the other staft in
an attempt to assure that the system was fully understood at all levels
and to preserve appropriate managernent-employee relationshipsrz

Networking: Current and Future Deaelopments and Need:s

With current support from the Council on Library Resources and
the National Endowment for the Humanities, development of a new file
design is underway. The new design will eliminate the need to store
multiple copies of the same cataloging record to accommodate biblio.
graphic variations of member libraries in a network. Its aim is to store
one copy of the body of a record prepared in accordance with the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules along with individual variations asso-
ciated with the name of the "owning" library. Associated with this new
record design will be software which will enable each library to reconsti-
tute its own tecords on a CRT exactly as they were input, and at the
same time enable each network library to observe how any other network
member created that same record.l8 This facility is expected to pro-
mote greater standardization in cataloging and also to result in improved
economy of storage for shared cataloging.

Yet to be implemented is an automated authority file to supplement
the Reference File currently available.

With support of the California State Library, a networking version
of BALLOTS has been implemented in seven county/city library systems
throughout California. Designated PLAN (Public Library Automation
Network), this system provides its users with BALLOTS capabilities for
cataloging and reference support. The PLAN network can be used with
nearly any typewriter or CRT terminal, which may be connected to the
computer through TYMNET, a commercial telecommunications net-
work.le Five of the seven libraries are using PLAN to create magnetic
tapes in the MARC format for use in batch-oriented book and fiche
catalog production systems; one is using PLAN to produce catalogs cards
and one is placing its terminal in a public service area for direct use by
the patron.

With the signing of a contract in the spring of 1976 by the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley, a second major research library has been
brought into the BALLOTS system. BALLOTS is also expected to play
a significant operational role in the recently established Berkeley-Stan-
ford Cooperative Research Library Program. CRT terminals have also
been installed at other University of California camPuses, notably Los
Angeles and Davis.

Currently there are more than eighty research, academic, public, and
special libraries utilizing the BALLOTS system in the United States,
Canada, Mexico, and Europe. Participation by other libraries will pro-
duce a significant and high-quality data base for all BALLOTS users
and will continue to bring BALLOTS unit costs down. These and other
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networking developmenrs will be reported in the BALLOTS News-
letter.2o

With apptoval of the Provost's Office, the University Libraries, and
the Stanford Center for Informarion Processing (SCIP), the BALLOTS
Center was formed early in 1976. The BALLOTS Center is a unit of
SCIP whose purpose is to cenrralize all BALLOTS services within a sin-
gle cost center. Another function of the center is to acquire raw com-
puter power from SCIP and provide to its users services priced in terms
of bibliographic rather rhan computer unirs. Essentially itre geI-I.Ots
Center is responsible for coordinating all aspects of BALLOTS for all
potential users, including Stanford.

Over the next several years, the BALLOTS Center is expected to
evolve by stages into an entity completely independent of Shnford, run-
ning its own computer facilities, and governed by a body representative
of its users.

RESEREN.!FS

l. Project BALLOTS and rhe Stanford University Libraries, "stanford Universiry's
BALLOTS System," Journal of Library Autornati,on 8:31-50 (March 1975) .

2. Some categories of records, e.g., juvenilia and medical titles, were excluded until
I February 1975. After that date all MARC records were added weekly in order
to support networking in all types of libraries,

3. The REF file is not an automated authority control file but does provide limited
authority information.

4. The BALLOTS Center programming staff has the capability of correcting errors
in faulty records, but because of volume, it is impractical for the BALLOTS Cen-
t€r to correct typos in MARC data on a regular basis.

5. From 1967 to l97l BALLOTS received 91,16S,890 from the U.S. Office of Education.
From 1972 through 1977 the Council on Library Resources and the National En-
dowment for the Humanities has provided funding of 9998,800.

6. Wayne E. Davison, "Designing the BALLOTS User Inrerfuce," in Proceeilings of
' the American Society for Information Science 10:4344 (1973) .

7. Richard D. Johnson,'A Book Catalog ar Stanford," lournal of Library Automa-
tion l:73-5A (March 1968).

8. For full particulars, see the BALLOTS Newsletter 2, no.3:l-2 (Nov. 1976).
9. As of this writing the Zentec 9003 does nor acrually display the full MARC char-

acter set. The Zentec 9003 is being field upgraded in 1977 to give it this capa-
bility, which is expected to be implemented by the time this paper appears.

lO. "Branching" in process flow occurs whenever the operator faces a decision, i.e.,
there is more than one alternative path for an action. The conventional indication
of branching in a flow chart is the diamond-shaped decision box,

ll. As of this writing, call numbers displayed for browsing are not sorted, but if the
truncation is not excessive, a sufficiently small subset of records is available for
convenient browsing.

12. In practice this size has proven to be too small and is likely to be changed to
8l by ll inches.

13. In practice this is not done at Stanford because the incidence of erroneous LC
numbers is too small to make the extra computer cost of the compound search
worthwhile. Since most foreign books within the scope of MARC lack LC card
numbers anyhow, an author-title standing search is customary.

14. The introduction of a computer into an institution's work environment is a far
more drastic change than, say, an internal reorganization. The latter may aftect
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only one unit, whereas the computer is likely to aftect the entire organization'

It is in this context that it is ittempted to distinguish "micro" from "macto"

A SURVEY ON TELEFACSIMILE USE IN LIBRARIES
IN THE UNITED STATES
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Cafaloging' OCLC Terminal Plus Prinfer

CnnrsrrNe LeNpnervr
H ead, Catalog Depertrnent

Georgia State Uniuersity
Atlanta, Georgia

Proced,ures of a system using a Texas Instruments 7Ji hard-copy ther-
mal printer in conjunction with an OCLC terminal are described, and
advantages are listed regarding the use ol the printer uersus on-Iine
cataloging. Statistics are presented relative to searching procedures and
percentages of titles found in the data base. A comparison of this
method with the fonner one using LC cards is included.

EORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY (GSU), Arlanra, Georgia, an ur-
ban university with approximately 18,000 studentg is a member of

the Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET) and through this net-
work participates in the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC). Three
terminals were installed in January tg75 and GSU changed from using
Library of Congress (LC) catalog cards to on-line cataloging. The li-
brary catalogs approximately 25,000 titles per year.

At GSU the cataloging and clerical functions have been separated
for twelve years. Prior to adopting the OCLC system, catalogers catalog-
ing from LC copy or copy of other libraries found in the National

Upon receipt of the OCLC terminals, preparation was made to have
preprofessionals catalog directly at the terminals whenever LC copy was
available. At this time OCLC was experiencing very slow response time
because it had not yet received its Sigma 9 computer. Because of the slow
response time and because catalogers were now performing both catalog-
ing and clerical functions, it quickly became apparent, thar an additionil
preprofessional cataloger would be needed to handle the same workload
as had been handled before with LC cards, and that possibly another
terminal might be needed.

Manuscript received October lg75; accepted for publication February 1g76.
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An experiment was conducted with one title which required an ex'
tended search. An "extended search" occurs whenever there are more en-

may produce a list of entries such as:
l. Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. 8 (representing eight entries under

this form).
Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. 28 (representing twenty'eight en-

tries under this form) .
Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. Illus. by Jack Wolfgang Beck-

r972.
4. Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. P 16 (representing sixteen entries

under ihis form qualified in some way by the letter "P", perhaps
for editor) .

5. Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. S 4 (representing four entries
qualified in some way by the letter "S") .

A request for a display of number 4 will produce a listing of sixteen
records. It may then 6e necessary to look at each one of these sixteen
records to determine if one of them represents the item being searched.

The title in the experiment, which required four steps for satisfac-
tion, was searched at five diffetent times during the day on five difierent
days. The variation in computer response time for the five searches is

shown in Table l. Althoug6 response time has improved, at times it is

still very slow and extended searches can take as long as five minutes. As

the dati base grows, extended searches become more frequent and it be-

comes increasingly important to have someone other than a cataloger re-

sponsible for locating the copy.- 
A possible solution was Che use of a printer which would deliver hard

copy. 
-Catalogers 

could use this copy as they had used cataloging copy in

thE past. Clerks (hereafter designated "terminal operators") could han'

dle ihe work at the terminal. The following benefits were projected
from the use of the printer:

o Saving profesiional catalogers time by eliminating the necessity of
-adapting copy at the terminal
-performing extended searches to locate entries

o Saving terminal time by
-eliminating on-line cataloging
-reducing the time spent in copying main and added entries,

subject headings, and call numbers of cataloging of librar-

c .
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TABLE I

Colrpursn' RrspoNsr Trlre

Step Range of Response Times

to
to
to
to

I
,
J

T̂

l 5
25

J . C

I

seconds
seconds
seconds
second

2 minutes
7 minutes
4 minutes, 38 seconds

42 seconds

ies other than LC, which had to be verified in the card cata-
log, etc.

o Minimizing the frustration of the clerks who had to write this in-
formation in longhand

o Providing for smoother work flow in checking authoriry files
o Providing more flexibility in work flow in training and revising
o Permitting cataloging to continue when the terminals were down
o Assuring better quality control

-in revising catalogs
-in teaching new catalogers

o Providing a record of what had been entered on the terminal,
which could be retained until cards were received-a valuable as-
set since at one time all the cataloging input into OCLC on one
day had been lost

Printers attached to terminals ar the GSU Compurer Center, which
had been observed some months earlier, promised tie type of capability
needed. The Computer Center was contacted, and becauie of its interest
and cooperation, a printer was found which would interface with the
OCLC 100 CRT Terminal ar a price compatible with our budget. A
Texas Instruments 733 KSR Terminal with RS 2BB lntefi.ace Z0 was ac-
quired and has proved eminently satisfacrory.

The T.I. 733 is a thermal printer with upper- and lowercase letters
which prints ten characters to the inch and six lines per inch vertical.
The noise level is minimal. Although the printer will-print at ten, fif-
teen, and thirty characters per second, at the higher speeds some char-
acters are lost. The GSU printer is set at fifteen characters per second.
At this speed the first character on the left side of the screen in the sec-
ond and succeeding lines of a field which has more than one line does
not print. This letter is filled in by hand by the operaror. The loss of
this character has not been a problem since experience has shown that
most entries have only one such line. (The most recent model of the ter-
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is used, representing a saving compared to PaPer used in some, o.ther print'
ers which-comes only in 8r/2-by-ll-inch sheets. Cost of a roll is approxi-

mately $5.00. This printer cannot be used to Produce spine labels.

With the printei installed, various statistics were collected to deter-

mine the amount of work which could be performed in various cate-

gories. All incoming titles were searched on the terminal. Of 3,624 titles,

2,240 werc found to have LC cataloging (61.5 percent) , 640 to have cata-

loging of other libraries (17.6 percent), and 759 were not in the data

Uaie IZO.S percent). The num6er of titles which can be searched and

shelflist.
GSU checks very closely the cataloging of other libraries. Main and

added entries are verified in our catalog and at times in the National

tlnion Catalog. Subject headings are verified in the LC subject headin-g

list and the descriptive cataloging is also checked. At times subject head-

ings and class numbers are changed. An analysis of the cataloging_of 391
titles from ll5 libraries in March and April 1975 reveals the following

changes made:
o Difierent main entry, 13 titles
o Item added to main entry heading (e.g., author's birth date or sub-

division of a corporate body) , 46 titles
o Different added entries, 55 titles
o Changes in form of added entries, 59 titles
o Change or addition to series entry, 87 titles
o Change in descriptive cataloging,292 titles
o Difierent class number, 136 titles (includes all titles for which an

LC class number was not available or was changed)
o Difterent Cutter number, 139 titles
o Different subject heading, 82 titles
o Change or addition to subject heading, 47 titles

Only six titles (1.5 percent) were accePted with no change. Policies were
revised in an efiort to accept more of the cataloging of other libraries,
and by June the rate of acceptance without change had risen to 9.5 per-

cent.
For several years the minimum requirement for original cataloging
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has been five titles per day in addition to revising filing in rhe card cata-
log or shelflist. It was found that even though original catalogers must
tag their copy for input, the rate of five titles per day could still be met.
A copy of the input form used is shown in Figure l.

Figure I

Input Sheet for Original Cataloging

Procedures were established whereby incoming titles are searched and
sent on to catalogers with the print copy included for those titles in the
data base. For those with copy, the cataloger indicates the changes to be
made directly on the copy. Original catalogers re-search all titles not
found earlier in the data base just before cataloging, in an attempt to
prevent duplicates (two entries in the data base for the same book) and
in order to have an opportunity to revise the work of the clerks and to
locate titles which present problems of entry. Following determination
of the class number, books are shelflisted by clerks prior to inputting
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copy at the terminal, and those for which original catalogrng must be in-

pu1 are re-searched again as a final check to preven_t duplicates. Clerks

make changes indicated on the coPy or input original cataloging and re'

vise their own work.

ting such copy.
Samples 

- 
of the time required for inputting original cataloging

ranged irom7.4 to 12 minutes per title, and a minimum requirement of

no more than l5 minutes per title was set.

TABLE 2

P".**-*-E*. R"*t

April Muy June Joly

Terminal operators
Catalogers
Terminal operators and catalogers combined

5.61 2.r t
7.38 3.81

12.99 5.94

1.36
r.88
3.24

9 9 7

2.42
4.69
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TABLE 3

PnncoN:recr or Me_1on axo Mnron Ennons

April May June Jtlv
Major Minor Major Minor Major Minor Major Minor

Terrninal operators
Catalogers

possibly be made. If the percentage of errors was figured on the total
number of errors possible for each title, the rate would be far lower.
The decline from April to June is probably due to the facr that cata-
logers and operators became more familiar with the system. Error rates
have remained at 4-5 percent.

Any group of 100 titles, then, would require the amounts of time
shown in Table 4 to process according to the minimum requirements.
(In practice, most catalogers and clerks exceed the requirements, so that
the operational times are less than those shown.) The figures do not in-
clude time devoted to shelf preparation.

TABLE 4

PnocnssrNc Trurs

49 51 58 42 39 61 25 75
43 57 58 42 55 45 32 68

Kind of Cataloging Cataloging Hours Clerical Hours

LC copy (61 percent)
Other libraries' copy
Not in data base (21
Total

(18 percent)
percent)

8
8

33.6
203

5.08
t .5
5.25

u^83

The advent of the printer clearly enabled GSU to reduce rhe amounr
of time required to process books (Table 5) .

A quantitative determination of saving of cataloging time has not
been possible because of resignations and training of new personnel.
The time needed to catalog with LC copy remains the same, but the sit-
uation with regard to copy from other libraries is much better, because
OCLC copy from other libraries is much fuller and received much
sooner than copy in the National Union Catalog. Before OCLC the rate
for cataloging these titles was five per day; this has been increased to
eighteen.

In April 1975, costs of the operation under SOLINET were com-
pared to the costs of the previous operation, resulting in hypothetical
costs for the annual workload of 25,000 titles as shown in Table 6. The
earlier "salaries" figure is for the period July 1974 through June 1975
and reflects the dropping on I January of three clerical positions and the
upgrading of eight others because of the additional skills required.
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TABLE 5

Cr.rmcer, Pnocnsswc Trvr ron 100 Trrr-rs

Item SOLINET/OCLC Before SOLINET/OCLC

Production of cards with copy
(79 percent of titles)

Production of cards with LC cards
(60 percent of titles)

Production of cards for titles other
than those with copy

On-line searching and printing
Searching for LC cards, filing cards,

and shelving to wait for cards
Total

I day*

2.04 days

2 days

2.14 days

25 day
4.39 days

.54 day

.5 duy

* "Day' is defined as eight hours.

TABLE 6

Ilvpornerrc.rl. Cerer.ocrr.tc Cosrs ron 25,000 Trrurs

I tem Before OCLC After OCLC Change

Salaries
Supplies
LC cards
Magnetic Selector Typewriter
Terminal and modem

continuing co$ts
First-time use charges
OCLC catalog cards
Printer

Total

fi244,829
$15,000 (est.)
$13,000 (est.)
$2,400

0
0
0
0

ws@

$234,996 -$9,833

$14,850 (est.) -$150

$150 (est.) -$12,500

$2,400 0

$4,884
$18,825
$6,800

$840
$284,095

+$4,884
(est.) +$18,825

+96,800
+$840

+$8,886

Costs for both OCLC and LC cards are based on eight cards per title.
The requirement for the Magnetic Selecuic typewriter still exists be-
cause OCLC cannot produce cards for all items, e.g., phonograph rec-
ords, serials, maps, etc. "First-time use charges" are the principal charges
for the use of the OCLC system. This charge is assessed the first time a
library uses a record in the data base for cataloging, whether that record
is from LC or has been input by another library. There is no charge for
the items a library inputs, either from LC copy or original cataloging.
The cost given is based on the assumption that 75 percent of the items
to be cataloged would already be in the data base and therefore there
would be a first-time use charge on 18,750 titles. The "printer" figure
represents twelve-months' rental. The costs given do not include the
following one-time costs:
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Terminals (3, at $3,700 each)
Modem installation
Programming fee for cards
Total

$ l1 ,100.00
$r37.50
$l60.0o

$t 1,397.50

Also not included are the SOLINET initial membership fee and dues.
Under SOLINET/OCLC perhaps the most important factor is that

cataloging information is available sooner. Under the previous system
no book was held longer than three months to wait for cards, and ap-
proximately 80 percent were cataloged within five weeks of receipt, in-
cluding those for which LC had indicated that cards were not available.
Approximately 8 to 12 percent were held the entire three months, de-
pending on the efficiency of LC's Cataloging Service Division. Under
SOLINET/OCLC no titles are held to await cataloging by LC or other
libraries, and it takes no book longer than two weeks to be cataloged,
while approximately 83 percent or more are cataloged within one week.
The processing of the titles after cataloging is at present requiring no
longer than one week, a shorter period than before because the delay oc-
casioned by waiting for LC cards has been eliminated. Although the sys-
tem is more expensive, it is clear that service to the patron has been im-
proved to a marked degree.

PRESENTATION ON GPO SALES PROGRAM AT DETROIT

A comprehensive view of the Government Printing Office Sales Program will
be presented at the Deroit Conference of ALA on June 21. The program was
initiated by a request from the Federal Documents Task Force of the Govern-
ment Documents Round Table of ALA.

GPO's presentation will encompass agency initiation of a publication, pro-
cesing and printing, the decision and mechanics of placing a publication on
sale, merchandising and promotion, as well as retailing through GPO's system
of bookstores. Special emphasis will be placed on how orders are processed,
and what happens when a publication either has sold out or is undergoing
lengthy revision.

Topics to be discussed include subscription problems and their solutions,
deposit account orders, college bookstore orders, expected time frame on orders,
bookstore assistance, unavailability of publications, and many other areas of
concern.

Speakers include William J. Barret, deputy asiirtunt public printer (Super-
intendent of Documents) , Government Printing Office; David Farber, director,
Office of Publication, Department of Commerce; James L. Payne, superintendent
of planning service, Government Printing Office; Jeanne Isacco, chief, Records
Branch, Documents Sales Service, Government Printing Office; and John Beadle,
chief, Order Division, Documents Sales Service, Government Printing Office.
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Alphabetical Arrangement and Subiecf
Collocation in Library of Congress
Subiecf Headings

LoIs Mar Cner.t
Associate Professor

College of Library Science
Uniaersity of Kentuchy

Lexington, Kentuchy

Beginning with Cutter, theorists of subiect headings haue conceded
that certain elements of systemati,c arrangement i.n the dictionary cata-
log are ineaitable; yet the fact that no specific guidelines haae eaer
been developed for the determination of the extent to which subject
collocation at the expense of specific and direct entry should be alloued
has resulted in the many irregularities and inconsistencies now existing
in the Libtary of Congress Subject Headings.

Introduction

QPECIFIC ENTRY, the underlying principle for subject headings in
LJ a dictionary catalog, was first expounded by Cutter: "Enter a work
under its subject-heading, not under the heading of a class which in-
cludes that subject." The example given is: "Put Lady Cust's book on
'The cat' under Cat, not under Zoology or Mammals, or l)omestic ani-
mals; and put Garnier's 'Le fer' under fron, not under Metals or Metal-
lurgy."r This rule, claims Cutter, "is the main distinction between the
dictionary-catalog and the alphabetico-classed."2

The Vatican code of 1948, which has been described as "for many
years the best and most complete statement of American cataloging
practice,"s restates this principle in these terms: "Works are recorded
under their specific subjects, and not under the names and designations
of the classes and disciplines to which they belong."r

It would appear from these statements that the difierence between
the alphabetico-classed catalog and the dictionary catalog in the treat-

Manuscript received March 1976; accepted for publication May 1976.
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ment of the subject Cals represents a choice between Zoology and Cats as
the subject heading. Such is clearly not the case, for in an alphabetico-
classed. catalog, the heading for a book on cats would presumably be
Zoology-Mammals-Domestic animals-Cats, and not Zoology alone.
In terms of the degree of specificity, there is really no difierence be-
tween this heading and the heading Cats. The difierence lies in the entry
element. As Coates has pointed out:

The difficulty and confusion in Cutter's thinking about subject headings arises
from his intermittent failure to distinguish between the criteria applicable to
a complete subject heading on the one hand and to an entry word on the other,
. . . He fails to distinguish two separate stages in subject cataloguing a work for
the alphabetico-specific catalogue. The first stage is the naming of the work's
specific subject, the second is the selection of a particular part of a compound
name to serve as entry word.6

There is no real difierence in the first stage, i.e., the naming of the
work's specific subject, between the alphabetico-classed catalog and the
dictionary catalog. The major difierence lies in the arrangement of the
headings. In the alphabetico-classed catalog, headings are arranged to a
large extent according to their subject relationships. Each heading be-
gins with the broadest term that encompasses the specific subject. In the
dictionary catalog, subject relationships are abandoned in favor of the
alphabetical arrangement for the sake of ready or direct access. The dif-
ference in the arrangement of these two kinds of catalogs results from
the different entry words for the same subject headings. Haykin has
attempted to clarify this point:

In effect the headings for a given topic in an alphabetico-classed and a diction-
ary catalog are equally specific. The difierence lies in the fact that in the for-
mer the specific topic is the last element in a complex heading, whereas in the
latter it is named directly; what distinguishes the subject heading in a present-
day dictionary catalog from other forms is that it is both specific and direct.6

In an alphabetico-classed catalog, the subject Cafs is filed under Zoology
with other headings in the same subject area; in the dictionary catalog,
the subject Cals is filed under Cats, possibly between the headings
Catoquina Indians and Caucasian languages.

In abandoning the collocation of related subjects, the dictionary
catalog seeks to provide the advantage of "facility of reference"?
which Cutter cites as the primary object of the dictionary catalog, An al-
phabetico-classed catalog is usually accompanied by an alphabetical in-
dex. The dictionary catalog combines the subject entries and the index,
thereby saving the user seeking direct access one step in subject re-
trieval.

Each kind of catalog has its own distinctive advantages. As Cutter
recognizes, the objective of the dictionary catalog is "to show at one view
all the sides of each object; the classed catalog shows together the same
side of many objects."s At the same time, he also recognizes the disad-
vantages of the dictionary catalog:
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The systematic catalog undertakes to exhibit a scientific arrangement of the
books in a library in the belief that it will thus best aid those who would pur-
sue any extensive or thorough study. The dictionary catalog sets out with an-
other object and a difierent method. . . . Its subject-entries, individual, general,
limited, extensive, thrown together without any logical arrang€ment, in most
absurd proximity, . . are a mass of utterly disconnected particles without any
relation to one another, each useful in itself but only by itself.e

Pettee echoes Cutter's views concerning the relative advantages and dis-
advantages of the direct entry:

The superiority of the alphabetical subject catalog over the classed catalog rests
not only upon its direct access to specific subject matter without the intermediary
of an index to a classification scheme, but also upon its ability to collect material
from different fields under a topical name, and this is its supreme claim to dis-
tinction.

Its disadvantage is, of course, that the alphabetical dispersion of topics
makes it impossible to assemble logically related material brought together in a
linear classifi cation scheme.lo

In the dictionary catalog, in order to achieve the benefit of direct access,
the advantages of the alphabetico-classed catalog, namely, displaying
systematic subject relationships, must be abandoned. Nonetheless, in the
course of the development of the dictionary catalog in this country,
there has been a constant desire, particularly in the earlier days when
users were still accustomed to the classed catalog, and recurring inter-
mittently in later times, to have the best of both worlds. The recognition
of the advantage of quick reference has often been coupled with the
desire to maintain the advantage of the classed catalog of having relat-
ed subjects grouped together. Many headings which are characteristic of
an alphabetico-classed catalog have been introduced into the dictionary
catalog. This phenomenon is manifested in Li,brary of Congress Subiect
Headings (LCSH), the standard list used by most of the libraries in this
country. Angell has analyzed the source of the development:

For the most part, the subject headings used in these catalogs lof the Library
of Congress] derive from statements of "objects" and "means" formulated by
Charles Ammi Cutter in his Rzles for a Dictionary Catalog.. . . While the early
officers were in accord with Cutter and the majority of United States libraries in
rejecting the classified or alphabetico-classed catalog in favor of the dictionary
catalog, they were unwilling to contemPlate the disPersion of headings that
could follow from full adherence to Cutter's rule of specific entry, at least in
its application to compound headings. They preferred to combine elements of
a di-tionary and a classified arrangement. The fact that the Library's subject
headings began as a mixed system opened the door to inconsistent decisions as
the catalog grew.ll

The cost of the compromise is the consistency and predictability of the
forms of headings. The advantages of the dictionary catalog cannot be
combined with those of the classed catalog, for if a heading is entered
under a broader term leading toward the specific term for the subject in-
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volved, then the heading is no longer direct. As Coates has pointed out:

Specific alphabetical entry designed to give the enquirer immediate access to his
subject . . , is incompatible with the assembly of entries on related subjects. The
alphabetico-specific catalogue arranges headings by their affinities of spelling, the
classified and the alphabetico-classed forms arrange their entries by affinities of
meaning.12

Inconsistent forms in LCSH have resulted from the fact that there
have not been any rigorous rules or guidelines concerning the extent to
which headings which are characteristic of an alphabetico-classed cata-
log can be introduced into the list, in other words, specific rules concern-
ing the entry element.

The remaining portion of this paper examines two categories of
headings in LCSH, inverted headings and headings with subdivisions,
which represent modifications of the principle of specific entry, and dis-
cusses the consequent problem of maintaining consistency in the forms
o{ headings.

Inaerted Headings

When a subject heading consists of a single noun, there is no ques-
tion about entry element. When the heading contains more than one
word, the question arises as to which of the terms is to be used as the
entry word. Strictly speaking, subject headings in a dictionary catalog
based on the principle of specific entry should be entered directly ac-
cording to the natural word order, e.g., Life insurance or Theory of
knowledge. Flowever, such has not always been the case. From the earli-
est stage of the development of the dictionary catalog, it has been
found desirable to invert certain headings so that they will be filed un-
der a term other than the first in the phrase according to natural word
order. In LCSH, many headings are inverted, with the substantive noun
brought forward, e.g.:

Insurance, Life
Knowledge, Theory of

Flowever, this practice is notoriously inconsistent. Not all phrase head-
ings (including adjective-noun headings and prepositional phrase head-
ings) ate inverted. There is no specific guideline, and very few
discernible consistent patterns, for inverted headings. In most cases,
there is no way to predict the form of a phrase heading in LCSH, e.g.:

Bessel functions
Funetions, Abelian
Abelian groups
Groups, Continuous

In adjective-noun headings containing national adjectives, certain pat-
terns based on subject categories have been discovered.ls However, the
subject criterion does not seem to apply to the majority of phrase head-
ings containing other adjectives, e.g.:

Agricultural chemistry
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Biological chemishy
Physiologic al chemistry

but
Chemistry, Clinical
Chemistry, Medical and. pharmaceutical
Chemistry, Organic

The rationale for inverted headings has been explained by Haykin:

When it is desired to bring the noun in an adjectival heading into prominence,
either in order that it may appear in the catalog next to other headings begin-
ning with that noun, or because the adjective is used simply to difierentiate be'
tween several headings on the same subject, the inverted type of adjectival
heading is used.ra

Mann, while advising to "use inverted headings only when neces-
sary," ofiers the rationale for this form:

A problem arises if a term such as pathological psychology is used. The general
heading Psychology will lose all the books which deal with this subject in its ap-

catalog to find related topics.lE

The reason given in these statements for inverted headings is to
bring related subjects together. However, in practice, when some but not
all of the phrase headings are inverted, the advantage of subject colloca-
tion is only partially realized, e.g.:

fnsutance, Disaster
Insuranee, Life
Insurance, Social

but
Disaster relief
Life insurance trusts [cf. also Trusts, Industrial]
Social insurance courts

While the inverted form groups difierent kinds of insurance together,
it separates various aspects of the same kind of insurance.

Looking back, one finds that this practice has been sanctioned by
Cutterlo himself: "Enter a compound subject-name by its first word,
inverting the phrase only when some other word is decidedly more sig-
nificant or is often used alone with the same meaning as the whole
name." The advantage of the "noun rule" is subject collocation. Cutter
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recognizes that "to adopt the noun (the class) as the heading is to vio-
late the fundamental principle of the dictionary catalog" and that "the
specific-entry rule is one which the reader of a dictionary catalog must
learn if he is to use it with any facility; it is much berter that he should
not be burdened with learning an exception to this, which the noun rule
certainly is." To invert a phrase heading in order to bring the noun for-
ward is a concession to the alphabetico-classed catalog. Nonetheless, Cut-
ter's misgivings about violating the principle of specific entry were
evidently overruled by his policy of the "convenience of the public."

Since not all headings containing more than one word are to be in-

I Tur might plausibly assert that Ancient Egypt is a distinct subject from
Modern Egypt, having a recognized name of its own, as much so as Ancient his-
tory, and might therefore demand that the one should be put under I (An-
cient) and the other under M (Modern) and similar claims might be made in
the case of all subject-names to which an adjective is ever prefixed, which would
result in filling the catalog with a host of unexpected and therefore useless
headings.

The interesting words in this statement are "unexpected" and "useless."
They are evidently used in reference to users who were accustomed to
the classified arrangement. A user acquainted with the rule of specific
and direct entry should nor find the headings Ancient Egypt and Modern
Egypt unexpected, since they are distinct subjects and are presented in
the natural word order. In the same paragraph, Cutter hastens to add:
"Nevertheless the rule seems to me the best if due discrimination be
used in choosing subject-names."

2. "We can make our entry . . . under what we consider the most sig-
nificant word of the phrase, inverting the order of the words if neces-
sary; as . . . Species, Origin of the, the word Origin here being by itself
of no account; Alimentary canal, Canal being by itself of no account."
This form is reminiscent of catchword titles. The objection to it, Cutter
sees immediately, "is that there would often be disagreement as to what
is 'the most important word of the phrase,' so that the rule would be no
guide to the reader. But in connection with (l) and as a guard against
its excesses (2) has its value."

3. "We can take the phrase as it reads . . . but make a special rule for
a noun preceded by an adjective . . . first, that all such phrases shall when
possible be reduced to their equivalent nouns . . . ; and second.ly, that in
all cases where such reduction is impossible the words shall be inverted
and the noun taken as the heading, as Chemistry, Agricultural; Chemis-
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try, Organic." The objection to this rule is that "it would put a great

many subjects under words where nobody unacquainted with the rule

*ouid e*pe.t to find them," e.g., works on the Alimentary canal would

hardly be looked for under Canal.
As a final solution, Cutter ofiers his noun-rule quoted earlier: "Enter

a compound subject-name by its first word, inverting the phrase only

when iome othei word is decidedly more significant or is often used
alone with the same meaning as the whole name." Nonetheless, he recog-
nizes immediately that this "combined rule" will not solve all the prob-
lems. On the contrary, it often compounds them. Cutter concedes that
"this rule is somewhat vague and that it would be often of doubtful ap-

plication." Subsequent application of the noun rule in LCSH bears out

Cutter's misgivings.
Cutter distinguishes between the adjective-noun heading in which the

noun is the name of a class and the adjective indicates a subdivision
(e.g., Comparative anatomy and Capital punishment), and the adjectiv_e-
noun heading where the adjective implies a subject and the noun indi-
cates the aspect in which the subject is viewed (e'9., Ancient history or
Medieval history, i.e., a historical study of the ancient world or the
Middle Ages). Ilowever, in determining the forms of headings in
LCSH, this distinction has not been used as a criterion.

The lack of rigorous criteria for determining which headings are to
be inverted has resulted in a great deal of inconsistency in form. In
spite of repeated efforts of writers since Cutter, no clear, viable guide'
lines for determining entry element have yet been developed.

The Vatican codel8 ofiers the following guidelines for adjective-
noun headings:

The adjective usually precedes the noun in English when it conveys the specific
sense, while it follows ihe noun when it only qualifies a concept that is already
specific in itself, or indicates a minor variety or division.

In practice, it is difficult to perceive how this rule would apply in the
formation of the group of headings related to chemistry cited above'

For prepositional phrase headings, the Vatican code provides these
rules:

384. a. Prepositional phrases which represent a distinct concePt are
usually retained in their common form.

Conflitto ili leggi
Piante nell'arte
Padri della chiesa

Conflict of laws
Plants in art
Fathers of the ehutch

384. b. The words are inverted when the first word rePresents a vague
and indistinct concept, while the second term indicates a specific topic.

Animali, Leggende e Animals, Legends and
racconti di stories of

Discendonza reale, Royal descent, Families of
Famiglie di

It is not clear why the words "legends" and "families" in these examples
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should be considered to represent "vague and indistinct" concepts. They
may be considered general and broad, but not more so than 

-the 
term

"animals." Nor do rhese,rules provide clearcut guidance in determining
the form of a heading such as Directors of corporalions.

. 
conceding that "uninverred phrase headings are to be preferred,

since they_represent the normal order of words ancr it can be riasonably
assumed that most readers would not look under the inverted form,;'
Haykin ollers this criterion for inverting headings:

However, phrase headings in inverted form are used when the first element in
eftect qua.lifies the second and rhe second is used in the catalog as an independent
heading' The inversion is then equivalent to subdivision, uui is used in place of
subdivision to preserve the integrily of the commonly used. phrase.re

.In practice Haykin's statemenr has failed to provide
line to the extent of ensuring a reasonable 

'degree

form, for example, in ZCSFI;
Knowledge, Iheory of

but

a clearcut guide-
of consistency in

Profession of faith [Faith being an independent heading in the
listl

Subdivisians

. +rr:"^11_ "ol 
provided specific rules for subdividing a subject head-

ing. In LcsH, subdivisions are used extensivery. The riain explanation
for subdivision of a subject heading is that ir serves as a device for sub-
arrangement when a large number of works share the same heading.
Haykin states:

subdivision is distinguished from qualification in that it is ordinarily used not
to limit the scope of the subject mitter as such, but to provide for iis arrange-
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ment in the catalog by the form which the subject matter of the book takes, or
the limits of time and place set. for the subject mattet.22

Mann has also stated earlier:

The tendency to group under one subject heading all books in a given field is
desirable up to a certain point, but such a procedure will lead to a day of
reckoning when the entries under that caption become so numerous that it is
difficult to difterentiate between titles. When this happens the subject must be
subdivided.2s

Ilowever, Coates disagrees with this reasoning. He calls Haykin's argu-
ment of subdivision as a device for subarrangement "a mere play upon
words." Coates explains:

In the alphabetical subject catalogue the degree of subject specification and the
mechanics of arrangement are simply two asPects of a single oPeration. One de-
cides upon a particular heading and by the same token determines the position
of the entry in the catalogue.za

Most of the LC headings with subdivisions, although resembling an
alphabetico-classed catalog in form, are not classed entries in essence. In
general, a classed entry consists of a string of terms beginning with the
broadest term, and each term contains the one following it, It represents
a hierarchy based on the genus-species or thing-part relationships. In
LCSH, the subheadingp, with a few exceptions to be discussed later, are
not subclasses of the terms preceding them.

Haykin discusses four types of subdivisions: form, local, period, and
topic. Form and period subdivisions raise relatively few questions, since
they are not independent entities and one must concede the main subject
before considering the form and period aspects.

Topical subdivisions most closely resemble the forms used in an al-
phabeticoclassed catalog. Haykin clearly recognizes this and states:

"That subject catalogs, as a matter of fact, contain headings subdivided
by topics is evidence of a lack of a clear understanding of the PurPose
of the alphabetical subject catalog and of the distinction between a spe-
cific heading of the direct type and an alphabetico-classed heading."z6
In certain cases, as Haykin points out, headings with topical subdivisions

species or thing'part, which is typical of a classed enuy. As Haykin ex-
plains elsewhere, "Construction industry-Taxation is another way of
saying 'taxation of the construction industry,' and obviously not 'taxa-

tion as a division of the subject Construction industry."'22
On the other hand, a heading with a subdivision of the genus-species

or thing-part type is characteristic of an alphabetico-classed catalog.
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Haykin's comment on this type of headings is:

The use of topics comprehended within a subject as subdivisions under it is to
be avoided. It is contrary to the principle of specific enrry, since it would, in
practice, result in an alphabetico-classed catalog.2s

The following examples from ZCS.FI represent the genus-species type:
Shakespearg William, ls6Gl6lfcharacters-Children
Shakespeare, William, 1564-16l6-Characters-Fathers
lVages-Minimum wage

but, on the other hand, we find:
Children in literature
Children in the Bible
Fathers in literature
Retirement income [instead of Incom*Retirement income]

Examples of the thinglart rype are found in the following LC head-
ings:

Airplanes-Motors-Carburetors
Airplanes-Motors-Mufr ers
Airplanes-Wings

The purpose of this form is obviously to group different parts of the
airplane together. Again, the problem is in maintaining consistency in
similar headings. While "morors" and "wings" are entered as subdivi-
sions under Airplanes, "ailerons," "flaps," and "tabs," which are also
parts of the airplane, are entered directly:

Ailerons
Flaps (Airplanes)
Tabs (Airplanes)

It appears that these classed entries have been introduced into TCSFI
sporadically without sharply defined guidelines which ensure consistency
in form and in scope.

Like the period subdivision, geographic subdivision represenrs a limit
of the scope of the main heading, and in itself is not characteristic of
the classed entry. However, in the case of indirect geographic subdivi-
sion in LCSH, the principle of specific entry is definitely compromised.
This problem had not occurred to Cutter and was not discussed in his
rules at all. Since this form exists in LCSH, Haykin goes into consider-
able detail concerning its rationale:

Indirect subdivision assumes that the interest and significance of certain subjects
are inseparable from the larger area-the country or state-or that the study of
subordinate geographic areas is best considered as contriburing to the study of
the larger area.29

Mann has offered a similar rationale earlier:

Indirect subdivision is used by the Library of Congress when it regards the pre-
dominant interest in a subject as pertaining to the country or state and when the
subject is common to all or most of the localities in the area.8o

Again, the goal is subject collocation, at the expense of specific entry.
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invariably subdivided directly, . . . and headings in the social sciences are

generally'so subdivided." However, in Practice, this subject criterion

does not always apply in LCSH, and Haykin's statement fails to explain

such headings as Music (Indirect) , but Art (DirecQ .
Now, let us examine whether the indirect geographical subdivision,

while representing a modification of the principle of specific entry and

hence causing many inconsistent forms, indeed accomplishes the objec-

tive of subject collocation. As manifested in LCSFI, while it groups

certain relaied headings together, it also seParates other equally affinitive
headings.

The main question here is at which level of geographic divisions to

begin the chain. In LCSH, the level varies depending on the place in-

voived. For the United States, Canada, and Great Britain, the geographic

progression starts with the states, provinces, constituent countries, or ter-
ritories [introd., p.xii], e.g.:

Music-Illinois-Chicago
-Ontario-Toronto
-England-London

For other countries, the indirect subdivision begins with the name of the

country, e.g.:
Music-Gemany-Munich

-fapan-Tokyo
Thrown into these difterent levels of geographic subdivisions are certain

exceptions to indirect subdivision, such as:
Music-New York (City)

-Bavaria
--Siberia
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cent geographic areas or even within the same area are not necessarily
grouped together, e.g.:

Geology-Bavaria
-Colorado-Park Count5r
-Crete
-I)elawareKent County
-Denmark-Helsinglr R,egion
-EngIand
-Germany-Munich

-fapan
-Kentucky-Bell County
-Newfoundland

By interpolating the name of the state or province, the headings for the
geology of various parts of the United States or Canada are interspersed
among those for far-ofi regions; and because certain areas are always
used directly after the main heading the headings for geology of Ba-
varia and geology of Munich, which is a part of Bavaria, are separated
by many entries in the catalog.* A truly hierarchical, or logical, geograph-
ic arrangement should begin with the continent, or even the planet, but
the dictionary catalog has not quite gone that far. In LCSH, the hybrid
forms do not achieve a logical hierarchical affangement.

Furthermore, there is the problem caused by the provision of both
direct and indirect geographic subdivisions under the same main head-
ing when used with difierent topical or form subdivisions, for example:

Local transit- (Indirect) -Finance

[e.g., Local transit-Uruguay-Montevideo (Dept )-Finance]
Loeal transit-Law and legislation (Direct)

[e.g., Local transit-Law and legislation-Montevideo (Dept.)]
Either a strictly hierarchical arrangement or a truly specific entry can

be easily understood by the user. As LCSH stands now, it is questionable
whether most users can understand the various arrangements being used
simultaneously.

Haykin recognizes the problem and states:

Practice in the Library of Congress has tended increasingly toward direct sub-
division. . . . Because of the complications involved in the use of indirect place
subdivision and the consequent likelihood of deviations and errors, there is a
tendency to dispense with this method.8z

In light of these remarks, it is interesting to note the recent decision by
the Library of Congress to discontinue the use of direct geographic sub'
division in favor of the indirect subdivision in newly established sub-
ject headings requiring local subdivision,sa in spite of an indication of
many librarians' preference for direct entry.ga The decision may have

* LC's recent change of policy [cf. Cataloging Sertice 120:9-ll (Winter 1977) , issued
after this article had gone to the printer] resulting in entering the first-order political
subdivisions of modern European countries indirectly instead of directly after topical
subject headings will mitigate considerably the problems discussed here.
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been influenced by the capability of the LC MARC retriever to search
the machine-readable records by the geogtaphic search key. However,
until the problems discussed above can be solved and consistent forms
established, the potential of the machine retriever cannot be fully uti-
lized.

Conclusion

The demands of the alphabeticeclassed catalog and the dictionary
catalog are not compatible. As Foskett has pointed out: "The problem
with introducing systematic arrangement into an alphabetical catalogue is
that the order is no longer self-evident."35 Each time the dictionary cat-
alog attempts to retain the advantage of the alphabetico-classed catalog,
namely, subject collocation, the advantage of direct access is lost. In
formulating basic policies of a dictionary catalog, the limitations of this
form of catalog in terms of subject relationship must be recognized and
a decision has to be made concerning the extent to which compromises
should be made for the sake of subject collocation. More rigorous rules
concerning when such concessions are to be made are required in order
to ensure consistency and predictability.

The irregularities and inconsistencies in LCSH cumulated over three-
quarters of a century have been attributed to the fact that there has not
been a code for developing subject headings similar to the Anglo-Amer-
ican Cataloging Rules for descriptive cataloging. While the formation
of a new subject headings list based on a logical code yet to be developed
is theoretically desirable, it has not been considered economically feasi-
ble. The Library of Congress has announced recently that there are no
plans at the present time for a radical revision of LCSI/. Instead, the
Library of Congress is proceeding on the presumption that the list will
continue to evolve on a time-available basis.86 It is hoped that Sreater
attention will be directed to considering basic principles and forming
consistent policies for guiding these periodic revisions of existing head-
ings and the establishment of new subject headings, instead of using as
guidelines existing patterns in LCSH, which are not always consistent
and often incompatible among themselves.

The Library of Congress has announced its expectation of closing
its main catalog in 1979 or l980.az What better time for an examina-
tion of the basic principles of LCSHT The closing of the catalog af-
fords once-in-a-lifetime opportunities for substantial changes in the
catalog. Some of them are being considered, such as the abandonment
of superimposition, which will greatly afiect the personal and corporate
headings. It appears to be the appropriate time also to re-examine the
principles and policies concerning subject headingp.
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Guidelines for Selecfing a Commercial
Processing Service

Courvrrncral PnocnssrNc Snnvrcns Colrrvrrrmn
Resources and, Technical Seraices Diaision

American Library Association

A fi.rst draft ol Guidelines for Selecting a Commercial Processing Ser-
vice is presented" with the expectation of receiuing suggestions from
the profession.

Introduction

Manuscript received July 19?6; accepted for publication October 1976'
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Guidelmes

l. How do you decide when you should consider commercial processing
services?

commercial processing be taken, if at all?
2. If you decide on commercial processing services, how do you identify

what organizations are ofiering commercial services? How do you
contact them?
. Begln by checking under "Cataloging Services" in the annual

Purchasing Guide published in Library Journal.
3. When you have contacted commercial processors, determine what

services are available:
. Are sets of cards only supplied?
. Are sets of cards supplied with

book orders to the processor?
books based on the library sending

o Can a book order secure books with processing kits (sets of catalog
cards, circulation card, pockets, spine labels) unapplied?

o Can a book order secure books completely processed and ready for
the shelves with card sets prepared and ready to file?

o What standard classification systems are ofiered? Are standard al-
ternatives ofiered for types of books such as individual biography,
fiction, etc.?

o What standard subject heading systems are available? Library of
Congress subject headings? Sears subject headings?

o What depth of descriptive cataloging and detail of entry forms are
provided?

4. What standard options are available (custom or
services are not considered here) ?
o Alternative call numbers
. Extra sets or individual cards
o Difierent formats for printing the call number

materials
r Location of book pocket within book (glued)
. IJse or omission of protective book covers
. Options in location and method of spine labelling
. Options in the kinds of cards in a set (e.9, providing series cards

where represented in a note but not traced; title cards when not
traced; extra subject cards; etc.)

5. How are cataloging and processing specifications negotiated and estab-
lished with the vendor?
o Is there a written understanding of precisely what can realistically

be expected from the vendor?

specially designed

on the processing
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6.

o What quality assurance measures are taken by the vendor to achieve
the specifications you are paying for?

o Is a vendor willing to provide you with names of libraries and in-
stitutions which have dealt with the vendor for services similar to
those you wish to have? What are their objective evaluations of the
vendor's performance? Be sure to determine from such evaluations
precisely what kinds of services and circumstances were involved'
Unrealistic expectations on the part of some libraries lead to dis-
appointments.

. Does the vendor supply you with a sample of books processed in
accordance with your specifications?

What ACQUISITIONS services are available for books to be cata-
loged and processed?
o What dllivery times are quoted for responses to the library's

original order?
r ffave you fully described the kind of book orders you expect to

send to a processing vendor?
-currently published, U.S. trade books?
-older trade books verified to be "in print"?
-out-of-print books?
-paperback books (cataloging problems here) ?
--troots published outside the U.S. (what countries? commercial-

ly published?) ?
-pamphlets, government documents, societal publications (cata-

loging problems here) ?
. Do you reliirre a discount and how does it comPare with a regular

discount for books bought without processing?
o Are there additional service charges for procuring certain types of

books?
o WilI the vendor limit you to certain types of books your library

wishes to acquire preprocessed?
What is the CATALOTGING authority (i.e. who performed the de-

scriptive and subject cataloging?) ofiered by the vendor?
. iibrary of Congress cataloging in all cases (as it appears on the

original LC cardor in the MARC record, without change) ?
r Library of Congress (LC) cataloging with modifications in descrip-

tive cataloging to cover the book ordered?
o LC cataloging with modifications as above together with cataloging

prepared by the vendor's cataloging stafi?
o Wliat authorities, practices, "house" rules, editions of the Dewey

Decimal Classificati,on, etc. does the vendor follow in preparing his

own cataloging records?
o Does the vendor identify the source (i.e. LC, vendor, other source)

of the cataloging foreach card set supplied?
NOTE: Most central cataloging and processing services, including

commercial processors, do not uPdate the subject headings, classi-

7.
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fication numbers, or descriptive cataloging entries on LC or their
own catalog cards or records each time they are used for a library

handling of the inevitable PROBLEMS are ofiered by the vendor?
o flow do they fit into your library's system? If there are difierences

which appear to present problems to you no% can you work with
your business office people to adapt (within reason) to the vendor's
systems? If not, does the vendor ofier alternatives which will NOT
affect tJre quality or timeliness of his service to your library?

o Tfow will your books be delivered? Parcel post, truck, combinations
depending upon size of shipments? What are rhe estimated ship-
ping times in the vendor's experience?

o flow often will shipments normally be made?
o How often and in what form will status reports be made on your

outstanding orders for processed booksl Can you obtain special
reports near the end of your fiscal year to assure effective encum-
brance and expenditure of funds which might be lost because of
delayed delivery or unavailable books?

o When there are the inevitable errors, what are the specific affange-
ments for their resolution?

-return of the book for corrections? who pays the freight?
-supply of correct processing materials for local application

(assuming cataloging errors) ?
-credit allowance for local correction?

r Is there a particular person in the vendor's customer service office
to whom you can communicate ALL your needs?

INTERNAL TECHNICAL SERVICES STATISTICS

The Statistics for Technical Services Committee of the American Library
Association, Library Administration Division, Library Organization and Man-
agement Section is seeking assistance in the development of three instruments
for the collection of internal technical services statistics. Inreresred individuals
and librarians are invited to requesr a copy of the drafts, indicating which
draft(s) they wish to receive: Public, schobl/Instructional Materials centers,
college and University. The statistics for Technical services committee will
evaluate the reactions to the drafts and will conduct an open discussion at the
1977 ALA Annual Conference in Detroit.

- Copies of the drafts may be obtained from John Edens, University of Geor-
gia Libraries, Athens GA 30602.
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lssues in Commercial Processing Services

Devru G. RrvrrNctoN
The Library of Congress

Washington, D.C.

Librarians consid,ering the use of a commercial processing seraice
should consider the efiects of computerization and the auilability of
machine-readable records on acquisition and cataloging procedures
and" the lihelihood of receiuing completely upd,ated cataloging'

processing at a conference of the association.' 
Toda!, as commercial processing services assume a major role in the

processing activities of a lirge number of libraries, the necessity for ef'

iective communication between librarians and vendors is greater than

ever. In addition to the items considered in the draft Guideli,nes, it is

important for librarians to consider the effect of computerization of

pr6cedrrres on acquisitions and cataloging routines. With regard to the

ior*er, it should be noted that most vendors have studied library pur-

Manuscript based on paper presented l0 July 1974; revised and accepted for publica'

tion October 1976.
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vendor's services or whether too many changes or compromises are neces-
sary in order to secure optimum services.

In catalogin& one must remember that commercial services cannot

use in local library catalogs.

REF-ERENCE

l. Barbara M. Westby, "Commercial Processing Firms: A Directory,,' Library Re-
sources {r Technical Sentices l3:209-86 (Spring 1969).

Proposed Amendments to the RTSD Division Bylaws,1977

The following changes in the RTSD Bylaws will be vored upon ar
the 1977 RTSD Membership Meeting in Detroit, Sunday, June 19, 8-9:30
a.m. Refer to Library Resources dy Technical Seruices l7:458-66; 18:182-
84; 19:88-84; and 20:175-76 for the presenr RTSD Bylaws and the
changes since the last full printing.

Arricle XIII is renewable for a second three-vear
tetm."

Sec. 2. Strike out the current wording of 
Article IXSec, 2 in its entirety, "Editors for Divi-

brary Resources dt Technical seraices may authorize representation of the
and of the RTSD Neusleiler shall each Division in outsidi organizations with
be appointed by the Board for a three- the approval of the American Library
yqrr term, The appointment of each Associaiion.,,
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Progress on Code Revision

Fneucrs flrrqtohl
Free Library of Phil'adelPhia

A T ITS SEPTEMBER 1976 MEETING the Catalog Code Revision
fI Committee (CCRC) had its first opportunity to consider a draft

revision of the entire chapter on forms of headings for the names of

corporate bodies. CCRC decided that a difierent arrangement of the

rulis would present them more efiectively' As a result, CCRC p-resented
a document-to the Joint Steering Committee for Revision ot AACR

(JSC) recommending that certain rules be deleted because they merely
r6peated provisions already stated and that others be placed in a difier-

ent, more logical order. The JSC, at its October meeting in Toronto, ac-

cepted these recommendations, including that proposing the -transfer 
of

rules for geographic names, which are not truly names of corporate

bodies, into i s6parate chapter preceding the one for corporate body

headings.
At the same meeting, CCRC examined a proposed rearrangement of

the rules for uniform litles, incorporating those for uniform titles of

music transferred from the former Chapter 13 of AACR 1967. The

JSC accepted CCRC's recommendations concerning these also and direct-

6a tne editot to write the new chapter on uniform titles using the order

proposed by CCRC.- 
il4e"tt*hile CCRC was also reviewing the text of the new chapters of

Part l, Description, all of which are based on the .provisions 
of

ISBD(G): Inteinati,onal Standard, Bibliographic Descript-ion. (General).

The iecirnique developed for the presentation of these rules is a g-eneral

chapter, gtoitrg rules ihat are applicable to all forms of material from

tnuihitr.-i"udable data files to pei rocks. This is followed by a series of

chapters dealing with the pro6le-s unique to various special forms of

*"fttiul. The riumbering of rules in the special chapters corresPonds to

that of the general chapter to facilitate the use of both when they must

be used togither. Anoiirer innovation is formal provision for difierent

levels of detail in description, so that any library can select the amount

of detail used in describing all or part of its collection'
During this period there haJbeen an increasing_demand from the

library.J-ro,mity for the opportunity to review AACR, second edition,

before it is approved for publication. The Joint Steering Committee
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tron.
During this latest series of meetings, a number of substantive mat-

ters have been discussed and decisions have been made. The controver-

Iiographic Description for Serials stipulation that the description of a
serial publication is based on the earliest issue rather rhan the latest

entered under given name or byname were to be established in the form
most frequently used on title pages or in reference sources, but that
names entered under surname were to be romanized according to the
table selected for the language of the name by the cataloging agency.
An optional exception, matching the provision for given name entry,
may be applied selectively or across the board by a cataloging agency.
Although JSC made certain decisions for the choice of entry for legal
materials, it agreed to reconsider its decisions in the light of a survey of
legal traditions as they affect entry, made by C. Sumner Spalding at the
reqLrest of CCRC.
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MARIE L. PREVOSZ IS ,,THE LIBRARIAN,': A QUERY

her personal PaPers' 
Norrnan D. Steaens
(Jniversity Librarian
Uniuersity of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut
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RTSD Program Meefings
at the 1977 ALA Conference

in Detroif

RTSD Mernbership Meeting
Sunday, June 19,8:00-9j0 a.m.
Sponsored by RTSD.
An informal cofiee hour giving mem-

bers anil friends of RTSD an oppor-
tuniry to meet and talk with RTsD
division and section officers. A short
business meeting to include voting
on RTSD Bylaws changes and the
presentation of the 1977 Esther J.
Piercy Award, the CCS Margarit
Mann Ciation, the RS Scholarship
Award, and the "Worst Title Change
of the Year" Award will also taie
place.

Upstairs, Donnstairs: Approaches to Se-
lecting, Acquiring, and processing Micro-
forms

Sunday, June 19, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Sponsored by the RTSD Reproduction

of Library Materials Section and the
RTSD Resources Section.

Topics covered will be: acquisitions
considerations, procedures for han_
dling microforms upon arrival in the
library, and bibliographic control. A
sumrnary and question:and_answer
period will complete the program.

Subject Heading Control in Catalog
Management

Sunday, June 19,2:00-4:O0 p.m.
Sponsoled by the RTSD Caraloging

and Classification Section.
Speahers: "Introduction" by Edward J.

Blume (Library of Congress) ; 
,.Cri_

ating Subject Headings at the Li-
brary of Congress" by Ma.y K.
Dewees Pietris (Librarv of Con_
gress) ; "Options in Subject Heading
Control" by Arlene T. Dowell
(North Carolina Central University,

School of Library Science) ; 
..Com-

tr/olume 21. Number 2, SAring 1977

prehensive Control-the MIT Expe-
rience" by Frances R. L. Needleman
(Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology) ; "Selective Control in Small-
er Libraries" by Lizbeth Bishoff
(Waukegan Public Library); "An-

other View of Selective Control" by

Joan K. Marshall (Brooklyn Col-
lege) ; and "Subject Heading Man-
aBement in an Automated system"
by ,Elizabeth Dickinson (Hennepin
County Library) .

Serials-Directions, Developments, Dynam-
ics

Sund.ay, June 19,4i0-4:M p.rn.
Sponsored by RTSD Serials Section.
Topics covered will be: creation of a

standard serials holdings statement;
work on identification of core serials
titles for various types of libraries;
the possibility of CIP for serials;
and developrhent of a standard se-
rials claim fbrm. A question-and-
answer period will complete the
Program.

Marketing, Selection, and Aequisition of
Materials for School Library Media
Programs

Saturday, June 18,2:00-5.:30 ptn.
Sponsored by Association of Ameriean

Publishers/RTSD Joint Committee
and ALA American Association of
School Librarians.

Open forum for library media profes-
sionals,' publishers, and wholesalers
to discuss the results of a survey con-
cerning the effects of changing bud-
gets, exhibits, review media, space
advertising, direct mail promotion,
direct sales, catalogs, CIP, ISBN, ap-
proval plans, and order placing and
fulfillment.
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Implementing the Copyright Law
Monday, June 20,2:M-6:00 p.m.
Sponsored by AAP/RTSD Joint Com-

mittee dnd other ALA units.
Topics covered will be: what librarians

need to know about the new law
(speaker: Barbara Ringer, Register
of Copyrights); responsibilities of
librarians, publishers, educators, and
other users; uses in elementary and
high school, college, and university
classrooms, and in public libraries;
who handles permissions policies and
procedures and how; interlibrary
loans; and preliminary findings of
the NCLIS King photocopying study.

Commercial Processing Services: Can It
Work for You?

Mond.ay, lune 20,2:0O-6:00 p.m.
Sponsored by RTSD Commercial Pro-

cessing Services Committee.
A panel discussion by representatives

of children's, university, and public
libraries and commercial processors,
followed by audience participation.

fnsdtute on Workshop Planning
Sunday, June 19, 8:00 a.m.-4:)0 p.m.
Sponsored by ALA Library Administra-

tion Division, Personnel Administra-
tion Section, Staft Development Com-
mittee; Junior Members Round
Table: and RTSD C,ouncil of Re-
gional Groups.

To assist the 150 participants in plan-
ning n'orkshops, selection of for-
mats, and evaluation tools to measure
the attainment of goals and objec-
tives. Preregistration required with:

Jane E. Marshall, University of Chi-
cago Library, ll0O E. 57th St., Chica-
go, IL 60637.

Serials Management and Library Educa-
tion: A Hearing

Mond.ay, June 20,2:M-4:M P.m.
Sponsored by RTSD/Library Education

Division Committee- on Education
for Resources and Technical Ser-
vrces.

Two library educators will present
what they consider to be the neces-
sarv elements to include in courses

on serials librarianship; two Practic'
ing librarians will react to these com-
ments. Audience participation will
follow.

Preservation: What You Always Wanted
to Know about It But Didn't Know Who
to Ask.

Saturd.ay, June 18,2:00-4:00 P.m.
Sponsored by RTSD Preservation of

Library Materials Committee.
Panelists on library pres€rvation will

discuss significant lessons they have
Iearned in the development of pres-
ervation Programs. Response to audi-
ence questions submitted in advance
or from the floor will complete the
prqaram.

The Duplicates Exchange Union-How
Are We Doing?

Saturday, June 18,2:0O-4:00 P.m.
Sponsored by RTSD Serials Section

Duplicates Exchange Union Commit-
tee,

A membership meeting for representa-
tives of DEU member libraries.

Speakers: "History of the DEU" by
Richard Eggleton; "Benefits of Mem-
bership" by Arleen Ahern; "Econom-
ics of Membership" by . ShirleY
Tarlton; and "Recurring Problems"
by Nancy Myers. A discussion period
will complete the program.

Preconference Institute on Collection
Development

Tuesd.ay, June [{-Thursday, Iune 16,
1977

Speakers and small group sessions will
discuss formulation of collection
development policy statements; the
selection process; techniques needed
in evaluating selection tools; alloca-
tion of funds in support of collec-
tion development; and weeding for
storage and discard,

Preregistration of 300 participants is
required ($75 for non-ALA mem-
bers; $65 for ALA members) before
I June 1977 with: Carol R. Kelm,
RTSD, AI-A, 50 E. Huron St., Chi-
cago, IL 60611.
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NEW 1gz The only journat iltich deals with the whole fietd of library acguisitions

LibroryAcquisitions: Pructi,ce & Theory
Editor-in-Chief: sCoTT ir. eullano.
Head, Books Acguisition S6tion. Colorado
State Un iverai ty L ib rary

Prel iminary L ist  of  Members of  the
Editorial Board
ROBERT BURNS, Cotondo State univenity,
USA
S,W. MASSf L, lJniversity of Birmingharn, lJ.K.
GUNTHER PFLUG, Deutshe Bibtiothek.
Germany
H. Wf LLf AM AXFORD, Univarsity of Oregon
Libraries. USA
ROBERT S. BAKER, Oregon State unive6ity,
USA
ASHBY FRfSTOE, lJnive,sity of Hawaii
Graduate Research Library, USA
M,W, SOONG, Unive6ity of Mataya Library,
Malaysia
BRfGGS C. NZOTTA, aJnivegity of tbadan.
Nigeria
Advisory Board Members
BERNARO M. FRY, Dean. Graduate Library
$hool, lndiana lJniversity
M|CHAEL L. COLLINS, lJniuersity of Cotordo
(Auraria)

Msmbers of thc Advisory Board Affiliatcd with
tte colorado stato universitiG Libraric:
HWA-WEI LEE,Associate Director for Technical
Services
PATRICIA SMITH, ldentificarion Librarian
FREO SCHMIDT, Documents Librarian
JAMES M. DEAY, Acquisitions Ubrarian
MOLLIE K; ARTHUR, Library Staff
DAVID WALKER LUPTON;, Seriats Librarian
BARBARA BRANSTAD, Assistant Serials
Librarian
Additionrl Bo.rd M.mbe6 to be announcad

AIMS AND SCOPE:
LIBRAFY ACOUISITIONS: PRACTTCE AND
THEORY provides a forum of exchange of
knowledgo, idea and experience among library
professionals and nonprofessionals in education,
research and practice. lt is a vehicle designed
specifically to bring together all the disparate
subfields and persons within the area of lifrary
acquisitions and reflects the broad practical and
theoretical foundations of the discipline.
A unique vehicle, LAPT is intended to serve
all those in the field of library acquisitions,
It iE hoped that it will provide a useful and
valuable service to the library community and
at ths Eame time spark dialoguo among those
it lerves.

CONTENTS OF THE FIRST ISSUE
LAPT :  F ILL ING THE VOID  AND BRIDGING
THE GAP by Scott R. Bullard
An introductory editorial by LAPT's Editor-in-
Chief, explaining rhe "who, wiat, where, why
and how" of the new iournal.
SERIALS SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENT
LOSSES: AN ANALYSIS by David Watker
Lupton
Describes the wiy in which serials payment
losses of a medium-sized academic library
r,\rere alleviated through study of serials payment
records.
HOW TO SUCCEED IN PUBLISHING
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING by Charles Oznor

HOW TO SAFEGUARD MONEY WITH
PERFORMANCE BONDS by Thomas M.
Outlines the advantag€s and disadvantages of
the use of a bond guaranteeing the refund of a
library's advanco payments if a supplier fails to
deliver the materials covored by the prepayment.
AUTOMATION: A DIALOGUE FOR STONE-
CUTTERS. . .AND OTHER MASONS by
Roben S. Baker
An imaginary dialogue between a traditionalist
and an exponent of automation, designed to
stimulate discussion of automated library
acquisitions systems.
CURRENT AWARENESS FOR BETTER
LIBRARY ACOUISITIONS by James Thompson
Details the activities and publications niost
useful in keeping acquisitions librarians informed
of important acquisitions-related dwelopments,
especially in the publishing and bookselling
industries .
ACOUISITIONS HARDWARE bv Michael
L. Collins
A forum discussing new library supply items of
interest to acquisitions departments.
THE.LITERATURE OF LIBRARY
ACOUISITIONS: A SELECTIVE BIBLI-
OGRAPHY by Scott R. Bullard and
Mollie K. Arthur
An extensive compilation of over 4(X) anicles
on library acquisitions published from 197O
through 1975.

ST'BSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Published quarterly

Annual subscription 1977 (Votume 1l US$4S.OO
Twoyears 1977178 (Volumes 1& 2l US$85.0O
Prices include postag€ and insurance

FREE SPECIMEN COPIES GLADLY SENT
ON REOUEST. /t5e

Fairview Fark, Elrrcford, New York 10523, USA
lbdington Hill l{all, Oxford OX3 oAW, England

Pergamon Press
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Pretty plastic paper clips that never
mar, rust or tear imPortant Papers.
3 sizes. 7 colors. Great for coded fil-
ing. Will not harm Postage meters
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Faxon's automation means even

more than computer speed and accuracy.
It means systems designed to. make
Faxon customers virtual experts an sub-
scription management.

Faxon's new SCOPE Service ena-
bles libraries to monitor price increases
over a three-year period by taking price
data directlv irom their unique personal
historv files stored in Faxon's computer.
SCOPE is idealfordepartment heads and
subiect specialists who can make a
thorbuqh r'eview of subscription costs as
they reiate to budgets prior to annual re-
newal.

Serials control information is also
arailable f rom Faxon's computer on either
ounched cards or magnetic tape. Li-
braries with data processing capabilities
willfind our inputprecise and time-saving.

Faxon makes automation work for
you . . . pe rsona l l y .
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ggl sc\r w.henyou
jai want to do a
!il) literature search fasf

SCISEARCH and SOCTAL SGTSEARCH are
two new on-line letrieval files that give you
instanlaneous aocess to the world-'" 

"iriiimportant journal literature in the sciencej
and lhe socaal sciencer_

cause lhe system is t ied-in to a nationwide
communical ions network, most subscribers in
the U.S. are able to l ink their terminals to the
computer in Palo Alto, Cali fornia, through a
local phone cal l .  Most European subscribers
can gain access to the computer through an
Inexpensive tol l  cal l .

journals in the medical, physical, and natural
sciences. Both files are steadily growing. Each
rnonth thousands of new items are added. So
you can use SCTSEARCH and SOCIAL SCt-
SEARCH for back-year searches or to locate
new information months before it appears in
printed indexes.

fguSh Searches Made Eary. Wirh SCt-
SEARCH and SOCTAL SCtSeRhCH you ian
search by title words, word slems, authors,
and organizations or by any combination of
lhese techniques. In addition, citation search-
ing-an exclusive teature of lSl's data files-
permits you to locate more recent items rel_
evant to a subject if you know about an earlier
publication on the same topic.
Whal You'll Get. For every item retrieved, you
can receive a full bibliographic description on-
line. And you also get an lsl order number
which you may use to plece orders (by mail,
phone, or telex) for copies of items from lsl 's
Original Anicb Tear Sheel (OAIS@) service.
For lflore lnformation. fo barn more about
SCISEARCH and SOCTAL SCTSEARCH, just f it l
in the coupon below and mail it today.
SCISEARCH and SOCTAL SCTSEARGH are
arallable in the U.S., Canada, and Europe,
lhrough Lockheed Informalion Sy*erirs;
DIALOG informallon retrievat seryice-.

Please tell mo more about SCISEARGHo and SOCIAL SCTSEARCH@.

Name Tii le

Organization

t
t

t
I
t
I
T
t

Country Phone

FtQFo
UerU Inltltulc tor Sctenfific Inlormallono
lt-t_9H,1u:!l: lll?t 1".^le19o, u.s.A. ret. (2i5) s23_3s00, cable. sctNFo; retex: 84_5305.Europ.rn offrcc: 132 Hieh street, uxbridse, u,oor,i""i, u.i., bffi-", riiliis!'sbijiii il-rJii"crogs.



A free offer from

We are Oleased to announce a new, alert service for available reprints
from publishers world-wide utilizing the MARC data base. This informa-
tion will provide libraries with the most comprehensive universe from
which to make selections of recently avaitable reprints from a single
source-Abrahams.

We will provide the following:

1. Approximately 400-750 titles per month dependent of course on
publisher production.

2. Sorting by LC Classification number with full bibliographic informa-
tion-resembling an LC card. You may create your own acquisition
profile by requesting specific subiect areas only.

3. Titles will appear on 3" X 5" cards with print in upper and lower

case and including diacritical marks for non-English titles'

4. Publisher list price.

5. No CIP data included-a plus for oclc users as available reprints

only will be listed.

we ask an interested library to submit at least $1000.00 in orders as
generated by the monthly alert service in a given 12 month period. This

minimum achieved, all fees are waived. lf the $1000.00 level is not

reached we will bill a service charge of $25.00 for each one hundred

dollar increment below the required minimum immediately after the

12 month period has ended.

To enroll in the program now, or to requesl a complete sample sef of

the latest month,s availabitity cards at no obtigation, telephone Roy

Young col lect aI 21 2-777'47 0O.

ABRAHAMS MAGAZINE SERVICE' INC.
56 East 13th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003



AFRICAN BOOK WORLD AND PRESS:
A Directory. lst Editbn.
Containing tls sections on all countries of Africa,
the directory covers major college, public, and
special libraries; publishers and booksellers;
magaz ines  and  newspape rs ;  r esea rch
institutions and leamed societies; book industry
and literary associations; and book clubs,
literary prizes, and books fairs. About 400 pp.
Bibliosraphy. Indexes. $40.00. S.O.

EUBOPA YEAR BOOK 1977. lSth Edition.
Provides general and statistical surveys and
directories on all aspects of every counhy. Vol. I
includes coverage of intemational associations.
About 3,500pp. in 2 vols. Maps, Tables, and
Charts. Indexes. Distributed in America fu
Gale. $94.50/set. (Vol. l, Intemational, Europe,
$45.50; Vol. 2, Nnca, the Americas, Asia,
Australasia, $56.00.) S.O.

FESTMI-S SOURCEBOOK. lst Edition.
Edited by Paul Wasserman.
Describes over 3,800 recurring fairs and
community celebrations in the U.S. and
Canada. Entries give location, month held, year
of origin, description, person to contact for
further details, etc. 655pp. Chronological, Event
Name, Geographic, and Subject lndexes.
$4s.00. s.o.

GUARDI,AN DIRECTORY OF PBESSUBE
GROUPS AND REPRESENTATIVE
ASSOCI,ATIONS. lst Edition. Edited by Peter
Shipley.
Gives complete descriptions of wer 350 British
pressure groups-employers, indushial, and
professional associations, trade unions,
women ' s  o rgan i za t i ons ,  env i r onmen ta l
protection campaigns, and the leading bodies
representing social, educational, cultural,
medical, consumer, religious, and intemational
interests. 265pp. Bibliography. lndex. Publbhed
in America by Gale. $18.00. S.O.

MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMTCS
JOURNAIS: A Gui& to lnlormafrbn Sources.
Edited by Vasile G. Tega.
Intemationalin coverage, this guide analyzes the
161 best journals in the field. Each enhy includes
full biblitXraphic details and notes on the
joumal's scope, purpose, content, readership,
usefulness, and editorial policies. (Managernent
lnformation Guide Series, No. 33) About 360pp.
Annotations. Appendix. Indexes of Subjects,
Special lssues, and Top Business Finrrs. $18.00.

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTTCE: A Guide to lnlormofrbn Sources.
Edited by K.G.B. Bakewell.
This guide to literature, organizations, and other
information sources is diviled into 21 sections:
behavioral science approach to management,
corporate planning, automation andcomputers,
social responsibility of business, research and
development, communication, etc. (Manage-
ment Information Guide Series, No.32.) About
t150pp. Annotations. Appendixes. Indexes of
Names, Titles, and Topics. $18.00.

PURCHASING:. A Guide to Inlormation
Sources. Edited by Douglas C. Basil, Emma
Jean Gillis, and Walter R. Davis.
A wide-ranging guide to inlormation sources in
ten categories: The Purchasing Department in
Modem Industry . . Measuring Rrrchasing
Pedormatrce . . . The Purchasing Agent and the
Salesman . . . Value Analysis . . . Equipment
Leasing and the Purchasing Function . . . Data
Processing and Purchasing . . . and others.
(Management Information Guide Series, No.
30.) About 275pp. Annotations. lndex. $18.00

PERTODICAL TTTLE ABBREVI,ATIONS.
2nd Edition. Edited by Leland G. Alkire, Jr.
Identifies nearly 20,000 abbreviations (twice as
many as the frst edition) commonly used for
periodicals in scholarly books and joumals in tlre
fields of language, literature, linguistics,
medicine, scimce, and technolo$r. ,li!6pp. List
of Sources. $32.00. S.O.
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